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From the Halls of Harkins
Vice President of Academic Administration Responds to Civ Debate
by D r. Francis

P. M acKay

Vice President o f Academic
Administration
The follow ing is the first sub
mission from the administration
regarding the issue o f diversity in
the curriculum. It is written by
Dr. Francis P. MacKay, Vice
President for Academic Admini
stration, and is intended for Aca
demia page; however, due to the
need of students to hear a response
from the adm inistration,The Cowl
editorial staff has decided to place
it on the front page.
The question of diversity in
college curricula is under ac
tive and intense consideration
across the nation. However,
the way in which the question
is being presented in the media
had no resemblance to how it is
being dealt with in m any cam 
puses. There the issue is not
whether the curriculum should
b e dom inated by W estern
thought or whether it should
be balkanized by subdivision
into tiny units devoted to every
cam pus group w ith enough
litical influence to be heard,
ther, these institutions have
accepted that the collective
heritage of their student bodies
has changed as their racial and
e th n ic co m p o sitio n
h as
changed and economic influ
ences have altered and will
continue to alter the world in
which students will live and

work.
The response m ade by these
colleges and universities to
these changes was to reexam
ine and modify their curricula
to better prepare students to
understand their relationship
to a world no longer dominated
by the W est. In some cases the
reexamination led to major
restructuring of the curriculum
while others felt that their cur
rent curricula had values and
strengths that transcend socie
tal and institutional charges.
The approach of these latter
institutions has been to seek
meaningful modifications of
the curriculum while preserv
ing institutional strengths.
Given the above and the
w ide variety in A m erican
Higher Education, it is not
surprising that colleges and
universities have developed
widely divergent approaches
to the introduction of diver
sity. The simplest approach
has been to add a diversity
requirement in which all stu
dents must take a course deal
ing with non-W estem culture.
Its attractiveness is its simplic
ity. It is easily implemented;
students can chose from a vari
ety if options; every student is
required to experience at least
some non-W estem content. A
disadvantage is that it m ay be
seen by students as one more
requirement to "get out o f the
w ay." A further disadvantage

is that this approach can be
perceived as indicating that
diversity can be dealt with in a
three credit elective while the
main body of the curriculum
remains undisturbed. Cer
tainly courses with non-West
em focus are an important ele
ment of a curriculum and we
should offer more of them. The
question is whether requiring

The response
was to reexamine
and modify their
curricula to
better prepare
students to
understand their
relationship to a
world no longer
dominated by
the West
all students to take one o f these
courses is an adequate way to
deal with the need for curricu
lar diversity.
Another approach has been
to develop a core curriculum
based on themes that are de
veloped in an interdisciplinary
and inter cultural context. The
W orld Studies Program at
CUNY-Queens College is an
example. They have a four
course sequence team taught

The M orn in g A fter
Survey Shows Alcohol Abuse Among Students
Cuts into Studies
b y Tracy A llocco

Assistant News Editor
Alcohol use and abuse is a
problem that plagues almost
every college cam pus and
obviously, PC is not immune.
One only has to glance in the
newspapers for their unending
lists of new PC student "ar
rests" or take a look at the offcampus bars from W ednesday
to Saturday night to realize that
alcohol is a big factor of college
life. W hile many people view
this as "norm al" college-age
activity, other learned observ
ers, like Dr. Jack Colby of the
Psychology Department, think
differently. "Alcohol use at PC
is an increasing problem that
affects not only the health of
the students, but also their aca
demic performance in theclassroom s," states Dr. Colby. He
continues, "one merely has to
look at the attendance figures
at 8:30 a.m. classes on Fridays
(a fte r
T h u rsd a y
n ig h t
drinking)., .as well as the very
serious injuries occurring from

alcohol related fights and acci
dents to realize that there is
most definitely a problem
here."
In order to get more infor
mation about this problem. Dr.
Colby conducted an "Alcohol
Use Survey" compiled in Janua ry o fl9 9 0 . Dr. Colby designed

Alcohol use
at PC affects
not only the
health of the
students, but
also their
academic
performance.

this survey not only out of a
concern for PC students but
for professional reasons as
well. Dr. Colby has a back
ground in psycnopharmacology and is presently the coor
dinator of the Substance Abuse
Prevention Task Force. Dr.
C olby's wife is currently a re
searcher at Brown University
in the area of addiction stud
ies. Needless to say, Dr. Colby
is well qualified to conduct and
interpret such a survey.
Dr. Colby distributed the
anonymous survey to a sample
of about 355 students drawn
from large lecture courses. He
says that while the sample was
pretty representative of the
typical PC student, it was
slightly overrepresentative of
freshmen and women. The
survey found that while only
about8% of respondents drank
on M onday, Tu esd ay, or
W ednesday nights, by Thurs
day night that number rose to
57%. The percentage of stu
dents who drink is at its high
est on Friday nights, w hen87%
of respondents admitted to
continued on page 3

by a faculty member from the
humanities and one from the
social sciences. The theme for
the first course is 'In terpret the
W orld" which studies aspects
of different cultures interact.
The second theme is "Ancient
W orlds." It examines how dif
feren t cu ltu res d ev elo p ed
through a study of their myths,
texts, and art. The third theme,
"Encounters Between Civiliza
tions, 1500-1900" explores the
political, economic, technologi
cal, social and artistic develop
m ents that shaped the m odem
world while the fourth course,
"Contem porary W orlds" does
the same thing for the twenti
eth century.
Tufts University also builds
itscurriculumaround multidis
ciplinary and cross-cultural
theme based courses, but the
approach is much less tradi
tional than that of Queens. The
them es are "A Sense of Place,"
"Tim e and Calendars," and
"M em ory and Identity in World
Cultures." The first examines
the effect of geographical loca
tion on ho w cultures developed;
the second looks at differing
conceptions of tim e and natu
ral cycles to see how these are
manifested in a transmitted
from eeneration to generation.
The strength o f the theme
based approach is that content
can be treated in greater depth
and more complexity by focus

in a limited number of devel
opments and interactions. This
combined with the cross-cul
tural approach allows greater
opportunity for meaningful
com p arison s betw een and
am ong cultures. Disadvantagesare that chronological de
velopment is frequently sacri
ficed as is a large body of infor
mation shared by all students.
A third curricular approach
tales W estern Civilization as its
focus, but emphasizes interac
tions if the West wi th other cul
tures. Queens College in North
Carolina has a four course civi
lization sequence of this type.
The first two courses cover
ancient civilizations through
the scientific revolution. Tne
first compares ideas from an
cient cultures to those of con
temporary W estern Civiliza
tion w hile the second seeks to
make connections of its W est
ern content to non-W estem
events and ideas. The third
semester m akes the same kind
of connections w hile focusing
on American histoiy and cul
ture, and the fourth is specifi
cally devoted to non-W estem
and non-Northem topics.
A more traditional approach
is followed by the University
of N orth C arolina-A shville
which has had a strong core
curriculum for the last quarter
century they emphasize the imcontinued on page 2

PC Delegation Triumphs
in Washington
by Jen n ifer M acCallum

Congress Correspondent
Although there are many
aspects of college life that pre
pare you for the real world,
opportunities to utilize the
knowledge gained in a class
room setting are often avail
able in a limited quantity to
undergraduate students.
This past week, fourteen
Providence College students
participated in the Model Or
ganization of American States
(MOAS) for universities, held
in Washington, D.C.
The Organization of Ameri
can States is the oldest, regional,
multi-national organization in
the world. Established in 1890
as the "International Union of
American Republics," the OAS
Charter was adopted in 1948.
Presently all thirty-five sover
eign states o f the W estern
Hemisphere are OAS members,
although the Cuban govern
ment has been excluded from
participation since 1962. The
OAS deals with issues that are
most prevalent to inter-Ameri
can relations in the Western
Hemisphere.
This year is the tenth year
that a delegation from PC has

attended the MOAS. PC had
the distinct honor of represent
ing the United States of Amer
ica. O nce again, this w as a
successful endeavor due to the
dedication of our faculty mod
erator and the students in
volved in the program.
Under the direction o f Dr.
Robert H. Trudeau, chairper
son of the Political Science
Departm ent and the Latin
American Studies Program, the
PC students involved in this
program began preparing for
the model during the 1991
spring semester. Preparation
included learning the history
of the OAS and researching the
position of the US, as well as
the positions of the other na
tions in the hemisphere.
Selected from an initial
applicant pool of forty students,
sixteen students were asked to
serve as delegates and alter
nates to MOAS.
Initially only ten students
were going to attend the actual
model, but in early October
Providence College was asked
to send "as many students as
?ossib le" to serve on the
rinidad and Tobago delega
tion, due to the the sudden
withdrawal of the school origicontim ued on page 10
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Administration Responds to
Civ Debate
continued from page 1
portance of their W estern Civi
lization program by spread
ing it our over the entire four
years. The first three courses
in their sequence are devoted
prim arily to W estern Civiliza
tion and cover the standard
content from the ancient world
through to the post W orld W ar
II era. The fourth course is a
thematic capstone course de
signed to pull together and
interpret events ana ideas from
the first three courses. O ne of
the them es pursued is the
struggle for a just society. The
civil rights struggle m the
United States is considered
along with cases from coun
tries with non-W estem tradi
tions.
These approaches do de
velop a body o f knowledge
comm on to all students and
give them a grasp of the chro
nology of historical develop
ments. H owever, this is ac
complished at the expense of
the depth and the com plexity
with which issues can be
treated in the straight thematic
broach.
approi
tiese brief descriptions do
The
not adequately portray the
structure and m anner o f pres
entation of these options. It is
not intended to. Kather, it is
intended to show some of the
range of approaches and com 
binations of approaches that
have been an a are being de
veloped. But there are conclu
sions that can be drawn from a
consideration of what others
have done. Certainly, the first
of these is that there is no "best"
approach to introducing diversi ty into a curriculum , and
there is no indication that any
o f these institutions have in
troduced content to satisfy
each distinct group on their

campuses. Another is that the
content of the curriculum is de
termined by the needs of the
student body as a whole at that
particular college or university.
The approach adopted by any
institution has to take into ac
count the culture of that instituthatan
tion. It is highly unlikelyrtha
it is not
approach can succeed that
consonant with institutional
culture. That is one of the rea
sons why there are combina
tions of approaches. Schools
are seeking to develop the best
fit for their campus.
Any modification of a cur
riculum must begin with a re
view of the institution's mission,
its values, its resources, its fac
ulty, and its students. W hat do
we want students to know?
W hat do we want them to be
able to do? What so we want
them to experience? How do
we want them to see the world
and their place in it? How do
we want me values and ideals
of the College to be reflected in
their lives and in their relations
and attitudes toward others?
These are the kinds of questions
that must be answered as a
prelude to curricular revision.
The basic values and ideals
of a College may not change,
but the context in which they
m ust be applied does change.
Every college has a responsibil
ity to periodically review itscurriculum to assure that it is con
tinuing to meet itsobjectives and
the needs of its students. Its has
been ten years since the last
revision of the Providence Col
lege curriculum. Significant
changes have occurred in higher
education and drastic changes
have occurred in the world
during those ten years. It is time
for us to assess whether our
current curriculum is continu
ing to meet our institutional
goals.

Professor Responds to
Soviet Crisis
O n Thursday, Dec. 5 at 7:30
p.m ., Dr. Allen Lynch will be
addressing Providence Col
lege on "T n e Political Disinte
gration o f the Soviet Union:
How Should Am erica Re
spond?" Dr. Lynch is the Asst.
Director o f the W . Averill
H arrim an Institute for Ad
vanced Study o f the Soviet
UnionatColum bia University.
Dr. Lynch has edited and
published num erous books
and scholarly articles on So
viet foreign policy and inter
national securities, including
Political and M ilitary Implica

tions of the "N uclear W inter"
Theory, Gorbachev's Interna
tional Outlook, and Soviet
Study of International Rela
tions, for which he won the
Marshall D. Schulman Prize for
the m ost outstanding book on
Soviet foreign policy in 1987.
This talk is the third in the
Political Science Department
lecture series and is co-spon
sored by the Political Science
Club and Pi Sigma Alpha.
Additional lectures are sched
uled for next semester. All inter
ested students are encouraged
to attend.
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Disciplinary Measures
Disciplinary M easures submit
ted by the office o f the vice presi
dent fo r Student Services
Cases as of:
N ovem ber 12,1991:
The case involved three
students and the following
charges have been adjudicated
by the College Judiciary Offi
cer. The students were found
g™ilty of underage drinking,
osting a keg party, and caus
hoi
ing a neighborhood distur
bance. Consequently, the fol
lowing penalties have been
assessed for each student: A
fine of $200, alcohol counsel
ing, 20 hours of community

service, and disciplinary pro
bation until M ay 1,1992.
The case involved four stu
dents and the following charges
have been adjudicated by the
College Judiciary Officer. The
students were found guilty of
underage drinking; hosting a
keg party; creating a neighbor
hood disturbance; hazing, in
the sense that it might nave
caused the physical health of
students to deteriorate, not the
hazing tha t would be construed
to be an initiation into an or
ganization; and failure to no
tify PC of off campus address.
Consequently, the following
penal ties were assessed for each
student: a fine of $300, alcohol

counseling, 20 hours of com
munity service, and discipli
nary probation until M ay 31,
1992.
N ovem ber 14,1991:
The case involved two stu
dents and the following charges
were adjudicated by the Col
lege Judiciary Officer. The
students were found guilty of
underage drinking, hosting a
keg party, and causing a neigh
borhood disturbance. Conse
quently, the following charges
were assessed for each student:
A fine of $150, alcohol counsel
ing, 20 hours of community
service, and disciplinary pro
bation until May 31,1992.

Veridames-Women for PC
by Tricia C onnolly

News Editor
Students, have your moth
ers ever wondered how they
could become more involved
in the PC community? Veri
dames is the answer. Founded
in 1942, Veridam es is an or
ganization of women whose
main function is scholarship
fund raising; last May, the
f roup presented a gift of
11,000 toward the PC Schol
arship Fund to Father Cun
ningham.
Mrs. Barbara Octeau, presi
dent of Veridames, reports that
membership numbers 1700
w om en.
"U n fo rtu n ately ,
many of our supporters are
unable to attend our functions
because they live a distance
from the college," regrets Mrs.
Octeau, "But this in no way
diminishes their contribution

held at Ocean Cliff in Newport,
RI, a shopping bus trip to Kittery, Maine, and wine and
cheese theatre parties at the
Blackfriars Theatre, to name a
few.
"These special occasions are
a fun time for our ladies to catch
up on friendships," says Mrs.
Octeau enthusiastically.
The Veridames would like
to cordially invite anyone inter
ested to participate in their
annual holiday programs. A
bus trip to New York City for
Christmas shopping is sched
uled for Wednesday, Decem
ber 4th, and a candlelight
Christmas mass in honor of
deceased alumni, followed by
a silver tea reception and a raffle
will be scheduled for Sunday,
D ecem ber 8th in A quinas
Chapel. For further informa
tion, call Mrs. Barbara Octeau
at (401) 934-0653.

and service to our organiza
tion." Memberships are solic
ited and renewed each fall; the
group caters to any women
interested in the college, most
o f whom are wives of alumni,
m oth ers of stu dents, and
graduates themselves, but the
group in no way excludes those
interested outside of the col
lege community.
The biggest fundraiser that
the group sponsors is their
annual Spring Luncheon and
Fashion Show, scheduled for
April 29th of this year. The
show has displayed such fine
fashions sponsored by T albo ts,
Lady M, La Bottega, and W il
liam Harris Furs. Funds are
raised by drawings included in
the invitation, as well as a table
of prizes, which are raffled off
at the function.
Other Veridames occasions
include a summer luncheon

LaSalle Pharmacy
Friendly, E xp ert P rescrip tion S e rv ice
O U T OF ST A T E PR ESC R IPT IO N S EA SILY TRA N SFERR ED

FULL SERVICE COMPUTERIZED PHARMACY
FULL LINE O F HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
EXPANDED HOURS:
MON- FRI 7:30a.m. -9:00p.m
SA T 8:30a.m.-9:00p.m.
ALSO OPEN SUNDAYS.

YOUR CAM PUS
PH ARM ACY
8 6 1 "1 1 9 4

Largest Selection of 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments on Eaton,
Pembroke, and Oakland
Priced from $425 to $950
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Sexual Understanding: It's Up to Us
b y Jean n e H andy, *92

Contributing Writer
Sexual assault is an ultimate
violation of self. It is a traumatic
intrusion into the life of a hu
m an being. Sexual assault is an
act of violence and aggression,
not one of sexual gratification.
W hile some form s are not obvi
ously violent, they nevertheless
in v olv es force, coercion or
m anipulation of the victim by
the offender. Under these cir
cum stances the victim is forced
to give up some control over
her/his life. O ftentim es we
perceive our homes and cam
puses as safe havens. In actual
ity sexual assault can and does
happen anywhere. Victim s can
be anyone and regardless of the
circum stances of the assaultfs),
they are never to blame.
Im agine what it would be like
to live without the fear of sexual
assault. Believe it or not, there
are societies where rape is virtu
ally non-existent. Research has
shown that sexual violence is
not innate; rather the incidence
of rape depends on such cul
tural factors as the status of
women, the relations between
the sexes, and the attitudes
tau ght to children. Characteris
tics of these rape-free societies is
a com plete equality between
m en and women. W om en as
well as m en are respected and
influ ential m em bers o f the
community. This equality extehdsinto their religiouslifealso,
where women take as im por
tant a ritual role as men. An
other aspect of these societies is

an ultimate respect for human
ity and nature. No one attempts
to dominate another; nor does
anyone or any group attempt to
dominate nature. Harmony is
valued while anger and discord
are frowned upon. Most of these
societies are tribal, societies that
some o f us might call uncivi
lized. But if we are so "civi
lized", then why do we continue
to maim, kill, and sexually vio
late one another and nature; and
why is the acquisition of power
over others such a predominate
goal for us?
rap e crisis cen ter, n.
— a place where all Rhode
Islanders can receive confiden
tial support, advocacy and in. formation about sexual assault.
24-Hour Statewide Hotline

4 2 1 -4 1 0 0 ~ c,
W hat does this all m eah for
us? It means that there is yet
another way we can combat
sexual assault. W e must stop
participating in conversations
that are degrading to women or
anyone else. Stop supporting
television/ movies/ music that
does the same or connects sex
with violence. Do not partake in
or tolerate violence. Do not raise
your sons to be aggressive while
you raise your daughters to be
submissive.
And what else can w e do right
now? W e m ust be clear about
our intentions. It is okay to ask,
"M ay I touch you like this?" And
it is okay to say,"I am not going
to have sex with you." Itisokay-

it is good to be assertive. And
we all must remember, m en and
women, "y es" means yes and
"n o " m eans no (regardless of at
what point in the encounter "n o"
is said). And for everyone's
safety, if you are not sure about
signals, please take "m aybe" as
NO! W e all have enough con
trol over ourselves to do this. "I
couldn't control m yself'* is an
invalid excuse for anyone.
Statistically, one out of every
three women will be sexually
assaulted at least once in her
lifetime. Only three in one thou
sand of their offenders will ever
serve prison terms. One in four
girls and one in six boys will be
a victim of child sexual abuse or
incest by the time they are eight
een years old. W omen in high
school and college, between me
ages of fifteen and twenty-four,
experience and assault, over 90%
are assaulted by someone they
know.
Over the past four weeks
these informational articles have
presented students with some
very disturbing yet enlighten
ing facts. For knowledge is
power and if we continue in
creasing our knowledge we are
in turn increasing our power power to change, power to make
a difference, power to make
better. For more information, a
sample bibliography is avail
able in the Cowl office, or con
tact the Rhode Island Rape Cri
sis Center at 421-4100. They can
provide you with a full bibliog
raphy and answer any questions
you may have regarding sexual
assault or any of the services
they offer.

T he
M orn in g A fter
continued from page 1
drinking.
The survey also focused on
the students' perceptions of the
problems that weeknight and
weekend drinking causes. It
found that about one-half of
those who drink reported being
m ore sexually active after drink
ing and about one-quarter of
those who drank had academic
performance problems (82% of
them were Thursday night
drinkers.) Dr. Colby feels mat
this weeknight drinking, espe
cially on Thursday nights, has a
definite connection to students'
academic problems.
In reviewing this data and
the m any other survey reanses, Dr. Colby has come to
spor
the c<onclusion that something
must be done. "In the last five
years, the alcohol problem has
gotten worse. Students have
come to believe more and more
that alcohol use is accep table and
normal. Granted, most of the
students who get drunk turn out
to be OK in later life, but they are
squandering the opportunities
that college offers. They also
put themselves at risk- the ma
jor cause of death of people
under 25 is accidents. Better
than 50% of these accidents are
alcohol-related."
Along with the survey, Dr.
Colby proposed a number of
recommendations to the admini

GRE
Q

C

stration. The first was that a
permanent task force should be
formed to assess the effective
ness of the existing programs
sponsored by the college and to
recommend additional pro
grams to address the "alcohol
related risk patterns of the stu
dents." Even though this task
force was implemented by the
college last year, Dr. Colby feels
that an "alcohol czar" still needs
to be hired. This person would
coordinate all alcohol-related
activities at the college without
getting caught up in the pro
verbid "politics" thatsurround
administrative activities.
A second recommendation,
one that Dr. Colby thinks is
greatly warranted, is the train
ing of the administration and
faculty to deal with these prob
lems. "A m odem institution
n eed s
an
a c tiv is t
ad m inistration-even though
the administration and faculty
are well-intentioned,education
is what will help. The College
needs to pay for the training of
the staff to deal further with
alcohol-related problems...the
problem cannot be solved with
a piecemeal solution." He went
on to say that this training
would aid the staff in forming a
"conceptual framework" which
would be the standard of norms
to which the studen ts would be
expected to adhere.
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JVC Experiences
Prove Invaluable

Internationalism:
The Wave of the Future
by Anne M . Lee

Editorials Editor
W ould you feel uncomfort
able about findirtg yourself in
the middle of Nepal? Does it
make you queasy to contem
plate a visit to the Central Afri
can Republic? if you answer
yes to either of these questions,
you are ina minority. The world
is becoming increasingly multicentered and those who refuse
to become globally aware will
be left behind. I n is was the
message of Dr. W alter Beeman, who spoke to the Provi
dence College community on
Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 7:30 p.m.
in '64 Hall. Beeman, a linguistic

crowd as part of the Political
Science lecture series.
The title o f his talk was "O ut
of America: The Need To Inter
nationalize the College Cur
riculum ." He approached the
topic by explaining the chang
ing dynamics of the m odem
world which preceded the na
tional trend towards a greater
recognition of other cultures in
universities. Calling on ex
amples from Iranian classics
and Hindu literature, Beeman
noted the fascinating cultures
that lie beyond the borders of
the United States and Western
Europe.
Beeman then turned to a
discussion of American ethno-

centrism, which is the idea that
our culture is central and oth
ers are peripheral. This condi
tion is manifested in three ways.
In the economic sphere, Ameri
cans often forget that even in a
m arket economy, marketing
proceeds along cultural lines.
Bartering in the Middle East
and the Japanese group-ethic
result in significant differences
in selling a product.
Politically, Americans often

Those who
refuse to
become
globally
aware will
be left
behind.
use our government as a model
and believe, therefore, that
other countries either should
have similar governments, or
already do so. Forexam ple,w e
m ay erroneously suppose that
the world consists of nation
states. W e m ust also learn to
view the world systematically
in the face of the collapse of a
bipolar world.
Thirdly, Beeman used the
idea of cultural ethnocentrism.
W e must have cultural sensi

tivity or we will be deprived
access to the world. Tradition
ally, he noted, international
relations has consisted of talk
ing in military and economic
terms. However, this overlooks
cultural forces. He used the
Gulf War as an example. Ameri
cans did not take into account
the cultural forces that would
be released in Iraq when the
war broke out, forces which
h a v e e ffe c tiv e ly retain ed
H ussein's power-base.
How do we counter these
ethnocentric attitudes? Dr. Bee
man offered several sugges
tions for college students. Take
a foreign language, he said, for
starters. The trend is towards
increasing enrollment in lan
guage training - not just West
ern languages, but in more
obscure languages as well. He
also en cou raged stu dying
abroad in the country of one's
choice, traveling, reading the
classics from bo th Western and
non-W estem authors, and tak
ing anthropology courses.
Dr. Beeman ended with a
cautionary note. Those who are
unwilling to change, he said,
will becom e anachronisms.
However, he noted that aca
demic institutions have the
resources to internationalize
their curricula and will eventu
ally do so.
The next Political Science
lecture will feature Dr. Allen
Lynch speaking about Soviet
politics on Thursday, Dec. 5 at
7:30 p.m. in Moore Hall I.

Don't be a turkey...
Flowers fro m Frey
are always the
freshest they
can be-guaranteed
to last through
Thanksgiving!

FREY FLORIST
50 RADCLIFFE AVE.
So stop by on your way home
for vacation and pick up a
fresh bouquet of flowers,
starting at just $5.00!

by Brian Cappello
Assistant Features Editor
Father Quigley held an in
formal meeting recently for
thoseinterestedintheJVC. The
meeting featured two former
JVC volunteers: Kevin Caroll,
a 1987 PC graduate, and Greg
Barker, a 1987 Holy Cross
graduate. The goal of both was
simply to "share with the stu
dents their impressions of their
experiences with the program."
Kevin Caroll spoke first and
was quick to point out that five
years ago, he was in virtually
the same position as the pres
ent seniors are right now. He
was not sure what he wanted
to do upon graduation al
though, being from an uppermiddle class family, he felt a
desire to give something back
to those not fortunate enough
to live as well as he. Thus,
while he did have a few job
offers and strongly considered
the military, he elected to enter
the JVC program. An educa
tion major, Kevin applied for a
teaching job in an effort to help
those who are unable to see the
importanceof education. Kevin
was fortunate enough to be
S anted his first choice of job/
ration and worked in San
Francisco as a tutor, adminis
trative assistant to the princi
pal, and gym teacher/coach to
students. Kevin lived with
seven people and although he
was the only male of the house,
he made it quite clear that "it
wasn't nearly as glamorous a
situation as one might think."
Greg Barker followed Kevin
and stated that he joined the
JVC for basically the same rea
sons as Kevin. Attending an
upper to middle class Irish
Catholic school (sound famil
iar?), Greg too felt the need to
work with those less fortunate
than he. Greg worked in Sacremento as a manager of a soup
kitchen that serviced roughly
400 (mainly homeless) people

that included "m ore and more
children and mothers every
day." W hile he described such
an atmosphere as "hard to deal
with at first, he felt that he
eventually got used to it."
Both Kevin and Greg de
scribed their time spent with
the JVC program as one of, if
not, the te s t years of their lives.
Greg pointed out that while
many of his friends went on
from graduation to law school,
medical school, and the like, he
has no regrets as there is "noth
ing more rewarding than going
to where people need you." He
also pointed out that graduate
school is still a possibility after
the program ends, and the
any pot
candidates that there are many
law opportunities available
within the program that would
certainly prove beneficial.
Finally, Greg recalled his old
roommate referring to JVC
volunteers as being wrecked
for life as, "once they get done,
they never look at the world
the sam e again." He feels this
experience instilled within him
a mindset that leads him to
question (the morality of) vir
tually everything. To this dis
cussion, Kevin added that
while his experience wasn't
always easy, it was well worth
the effort. Bot
Both recall sharing a
lot of great times,
\es, great laughs,
laugti
and added that their level of
partying did not decrease all
that dramatically (which is
surprising since Greg went to
such a huge party school).
Incidentally, they found that
driving cross country really
added to their experience and
recom m ended tnat anyone
traveling west do the same.
Greg is presently working
as a councilor to youths to
young to go to jail. Kevin
worked with the FBI for three
years and is now attending
flight school.

QeneraC Information Sessions
for students interested in
becoming Orientation Leaders.
December 4
December 5

7pm
3pm

Room 217, Slavin
’64 Hall

Any student wishing to apply
for the position of Orientation
Leader for Summer Orientation
92 must attend one of the
above sessions.
Applications and Recommen
dation forms will be handed
out only at these sessions.
D e a d lin e to subm it com p le te d a p p li
cations and reco m m end ations is

January 1 7 , 1 9 9 2
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HD* Cotol - Censored
by Colleen Carson

Editor-in-chief

Alice in Wonderland, Catcher
in the Rye, Huckleberry Finn, Of
Mice ana Men- is The Cowl ready
to be ranked with these great lit
erary works which have been
censored for content? Perhaps
not this semester, but the serious
debate of how little or how much
The Cowl is censored is a valid
point that needs to be addressed,
explained and debated. Yes, The
Cowl is censored by the admini
stration - with very good reasons
supporting it and passionate feel
ings against it.
When it comes to subjects in
volving crime, especially felonies
(for example rape), these stories
must be read over by an attorney
before being printed because The
Cowl's dealings with felonies
could possibly jeopardize the legal
proceedings of a case and the
rightsof individuals. Theadministration's first concern when any
type of assault is reported is the
physical, emotional, and psycho
logical well-being of the victim.
Then the administration is obli
gated to respond with the proper
legal advice toall parties involved.
The right of the administration to
disclose information to a student
publication should first take into
consideration the well-being of
the victim and then the individ

ual circumstances involv
ing the situation which
afreet how a case would
proceed.
On the other hand,
students should be fully
informed of crimes which
directly affect them. Any
violent or dehumanizing
acts which occur in our
friend ly com m unity
must be verbalized in
other ways than safety
tips from the administra
tion. These are a coverup of the real story and
conceal the facts which
are discarded by students
anyway. Those opposed
claim that printing the
facts will "hit home,"
"shock students into re
ality," dispel all distorted
rumors, and force stu
dents to either take ac
tion or protection. Many
feel that knowing the
statistics is not enough to
know tlie crimes exist, but
experiencing
them
through another PC stu
dent's stoiv without the
rumors is the only way to
understand the situation.
Unfortunately, empathy
cannot exist without a

The Cowl
Established 1935

victim.
student behavior off campus
Just this semester, I can name should be checked by Student
a few instances and examples Services. Does this mean writers
where The Cowl has been must make sure the office ap
screened by the administration. proves of the way the article is
Last week I was personally told written after an interview has
by the administration that an taken place and facts have been
article about any office of the checked?
school should be cleared by that
Last month I received a memo
officebeforeitis printed to check (also from the administration)
quotes, tone, intensity, etc. This informing The Cowl to be more
includes everything from the sensitive to graphics and word
, President's Office to Residence ing in advertisements that pro
;Ufe to the Treasurer's Office. moted drinking. (No more beer
'For example, an article about mugs and drink specials an

nouncements). The reference
was to an ad from Stix which
was created by a professional
advertising company. Anotherad that crossed my desk
was an offer selling contra
ceptives through the mail; this
was not even questioned but
sent back to itsoriginal owner
(yes, it was a legitimate busi
ness).
In these two examples The
Co wl is dealing with beer and
sex, two aspects that are
clearly prevalent on and off
this campus. Are we sup
posed to close our eyes to
these subjects which in turn
open the door to the greater
issuesof alcoholismand AIDS
awareness? I am not saying
The Cowl should glorify al
cohol and sex, but rather it
should reflect the realities of
the PC campus - they exist.
Censorship is a denial of this
reality. Censorship prevents
us from attacking issues
which affect college students
head on.
The question I leave read
ers with is whether this is a
student paper or an alumni/
administration/parent pa
per. Who are we publishing
for? I believe there are two
sides to this censorship issue
and The Cowl is doing every
thing in its power to publish a
student newspaper for the
student body.
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Is The Best Reaction No Reaction?
by Margaret Sonner
Assist. Editorial Editor
My original intent in this
week's commentary was to
point out the lack of reaction on
the faculty's behalf with respect
to the "Civ Debate." I was
persuaded to hold off on my
opinion until I experienced the
faculty-student debate spon
sored by SOAR (Students Or
ganized Against Racism). And
whatanexperienceitwas! Until
now I felt abandoned by the
faculty. The Cowl has func
tioned as the hot-bed of the
passionate opinions of students
at Providence College. For once
I found our students calling
their education into question.
The passivity we have been
accused of was left by the wayside and students began par
ticipating in academic contro
versy (as opposed to whatever
other type of controversy).
However, the students seemed
to be alone in their fight. For
some time, I thought it might
have all been for naught. I saw
students passing out petitions,
organizing meetings, writing
letters to the editor, writing
more letters to the editor, etc. I
saw nothing from the faculty.
I think tne passive attitude
PC students have been accused
of may possibly be a by-prod
uct of tne faculfy's lack of ac
tion. This may be a prime ex
ample. I am only exploring this
idea. I ha ve yet to see a member
of the faculty condone, protest,

or submit any response with
regard to our existing Civ pro
gram. In the midst of this stu
dent rebellion, I feel it is a
shame to observe its one-sid
edness. The Cowl has proven
to be a significant medium for
such an active debate. It is dis
appointing to realize that no
teacher has been compelled to
submit his or her convictions
or reactions.
I understand that politically,
teachers are placing them
selves in jeopardy when they
support a student upheaval.
However, PC seems to advo
cate a passive attitude where
no action is the best reaction.
So what are you teachers
doing? I hope I am accurate in
my conclusion that you are
waiting for the most effective
time to speak out. That was
the impression the debate
sponsored by SOAR gave me.
Those that spoke seemed to
have been waiting patiently for

the correct moment to act. If
this is inaccurate, and teach
ers had , to be compelled by
SOAR and FORCE (FriarsOrganized to Reinforce a Cul
tural Education) to participate
in the dabate, the lack or re
sponse by PC's teachers is dis
appointing, particularly in
such a significant debate, not
only for Providence College,
but also at academic institu
tions across our country.
Wednesday's debate en
couraged me. It reinforced
my confidence in my fellow
students and it compelled me
to rethink my views of the
teachers here at PC. S o l d o
question theone-sided enthu
siasm at Providence College.
Teachers have criticized stu
dents supposed passive atti
tude, now is their chance to
support our fight, whether
they agree with the attitude
or not. Let us know how you
would approach the issue.
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The Gender R ift: The Woman's Poin t O f View
This is the second in a series o f
articles about relationships at PC.
Last week, we heard from the male's
point o f view from Jeff Caporizzo,
Graphics Editor. This week, Anne
M. Lee, Editorial Editor, talks to
women students at PC.
The m ost frequent response I
heard w hen I asked the ques
tion, "W hat do you think about
relationships at PC?" was, "W hat
relationships?" This negativity
served to reinforce our premise.
To restate it, we contend that the
majority o f interaction between
men and women at PC occurs in
sexually charged situations, i.e.
a party or a bar, rather in than in
a more impersonal setting, such
as a classroom. This dichotomy
sets up objectivication of the
sexes and decreases the possi
bility that healthy platonic rela
tionships will develop. Women
categorized their relations with
the opposite sex as poor, if not
nonexistent, and proceeded to
lam ent the dirth of both valuable
friendships and romantic in
volvements at Providence Col
lege;___________________________

Women
Categorized Their
Relations WithThe
Opposite Sex As Poor,
If Not Nonexistent...
These scenarios are known
to all students, but I will summa
rize them for the benefit of our
argument. The classroom is one
scene - a neutral setting. Not
much socialization seems to take
place here. Freshm en are espe
cially hesitant to m eet guys in
class ("the fear factor"). One man
m entioned that w om en get
looked at in class prim arily as a
future possibility for a "scoop,"
which brings us to the next scene.

The party or bar atmosphere
is characterized as "sexuallycharged" and rightly so. Some
one put it best when they said,
"O n weekends, hormones fly
on Eaton Street." After being
cordoned off in single-sex
dorm s all week, m en and
women are free to roam the off
campus neighborhoods, ca
rousing. Alcohol serves as the
impetus for those standard
one-nighters to occur, every
weekend, every week, and
every year, with a vaiying
degree of partners. It could be
that this happened once, your
first week nere and never
again, or you could be one of
those men, or women, who
"scoop" with the frequency of
W ilt Chamberlain. But it ap
pears that very few among the
student body have escaped this
ritual.
Painting the picture of the
"average PC m an," women
cam e up with the following
qualities: H e's not looking for
a serious relationship, h e's on
an ego-trip, and his libido is
sky-high. N ot a very pretty
picture at all. Suprisingly,
women did not describe men
w ith any physical term s.
"Personality," it was said,
" d e fin ite ly co m es b efo re
looks." Several women did
adm it the existence of genu
ine, sincere guys, usually to be
found among the juniors and
seniors, when they shed the
machismo. W ith such a poor
image, the following response
w as hardly shocking.
"W hat do you look for in a
PC m an?" Iinquired. "Id o n 't!"
w as the answer. W omen told
m e they tend to look outside
the school for a significant
other. However, one senior
told me that she is just looking
for any PC man, as her frustra
tion over the lack of them has
increased over her four years
here. But, she noted, "there's
not many men here, only
boys." Other women search for

someone who can hold an intel
ligent conversation, someone
nice, considerate and someone
who's interested in something
besides getting drunk. The con
sensus seems to be that guys are
only out "for a good tim e."
And what do women want?
"W om en want respect and an
equal commitment to a relation
ship," I heard. Perhaps women,
because they mature faster, are
more ready to handle a serious
relationship, which is something
men don't really want. How
ever, this is not the only opin
ion. A s one woman explained,
"Guy s want to be part of a group.
As they get older, they Start to
settle down and becom e more
friendly with w om en." Another
w om an ad d ed , "G u y s are
underestim ated by women.
They want companionship but
are afraid to admit it. They are
looking for a relationship but
get scared when women are
more forward about wanting a
relationship."
It seems to be the trend for
romantic involvement to start
in the junior and senior years,
whether this be from maturity
or less drinking, etc. There are
obviously some long-term, suc
cessful relationships between
men and women on campus. In
fact, I was told that relationships
either can't be found, or are very
seriousand time-consuming. On
a positive note, one women men
tioned that her relationship with
her boyfriend was one of the
best things that happened to her
at PC and that it hasn't inhibited
her social life at all.
So what's going on with
the other 99% of women? Judg
ing from m en's and w om ens
characterization of each other,
our title of "The Gender Rift" is
apt. Who or what is to blame for
tne lack of relationships, friendly
or otherwise, between men and
women?
Som e would argue that PC is
not different from any other
college, that people our age,

It's Time To Clean House
by D avid E. N evers
_______________
Staff Writer
Remember the spring cleaning of
childhood? Once every spring, usually for a few days during Easter
Break, my house would become a
prison, where Warden Mom kept
her young jailbirds locked up to carry
out a yearns worth of chores. I can
see now, even if I refused to then, the
necessity of such an evil. I am re
minded of this necessity by the grow
ing problem that is the federal gov
ernment. Much as a house needs a
thorough cleaning every now and
then, so too, does government.
Ever since that Oscar Madison of
Presidents, Franklin Roosevelt,
started making a mess with his New
Deal, the stench and clutter of gov
ernment haven't stopped growing.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan campaigned
with a broom in hand, but as Presi
dent, he failed to do much sweep
ing. Today, the US government is
worthy of the Karl Marx Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval.
Our government machine, in
spending 1 5 trillion dollars and
consuming 25% of GNP every year,
oozes waste. Though a complete
listing would require a special edi
tion of The Cowl, a small sample
speaks volumes. Two items of gar
bage come to mind, that if discarded.

would immediately make this
country better off: The Depart
ments of Agriculture and Educa
tion.
The former does nothing more
than dole out the taxpayers'
money in the form of subsidies, to
farmers who feel they're above
the laws of supply and demand.
The latter, which President Re
agan once vowed to abolish, has
been gobbled up billions since it
was christened by Jimmy Carter,
and for what? The American edu
cation establishment has been
turning out ignoramuses by the
thousands. Since when does gov
ernment know best? Half of the
President's cabinet could be
scrapped, and nobody but career
bureaucrats and parasitic entitle
ment recipients would notice.
We need to revoke die sacred
cow statues which surrounds most
welfare programs, like Social Se
curity. Those who are in favor of
this abomination essentially be
lieve that the working American
is incapable of saving for their
own retirement, that Big Brother
must do it for them.
This program is a loser. Much
of that whicn the current genera-

tion is paying in FICA can be kissed
goodbye. We should demand that
government' cut our losses, find an
equitable way to phase out Social
Security, and begin to let Ameri
cans spend, save, invest as they
please.
Other welfare programs reek of
similar waste and abuse. While I
believe we have a moral obligation
to help those who are truly in need
(i.e. the physically and mentally
disabled, the genuinely destitute),
the existing system is criminal. It
robs from the honest and hard
working to subsidize the lazy and
iResponsible. Too many have been
riding the gravy train for too long.
Whose money is it anyway?
Jefferson once said "that govern
ment is best which governs least."
This simple but time-honored wis
dom is today scorned by liberals
and unprincipled Republicans as
anachronistic and impractical. But
these same Americans are willing
to fatten Uncle Sam until he ex
plodes. For them, government ex
ists not to serve the people, as Jeffer
son and Madison envisioned, but to
be served, as Roosevelt and Lyndon
Johnson decided. We must never
forget the evil, however necessary,
that government is, has always been,
and always will be.

when set free in a world where
they are overwhelmed by
hormones and the availabil
ity of beer, act the same in
every school. Others feel that
a curious m ix of factors sets
Providence College apart. W e
have singled out two such
factors.
Again and again, both Jeff
and Iheard mention of the oncampus residential settings,
namely the existence of single
sex dorms. It was almost
unanimous among those in
terview ed that single-sex
dorms contribute to the lack
of relationships between men
and women here. Every night
men and women retreat to
their separate abodes, and
begin to view the opposite sex
as "the other." Women and
m en both form groups of
friends, especially noticeable
during freshmen year, when
these packs stick together like
lu e. V isita tio n b etw een
orms is permissible, but this
is awkward, again especially
for freshmen. I can remember
the giggling preceded by a
visit from a guy, who would
walk shamefaced down the
corridor with women watch
ing him from their rooms.
"W ho'she visiting?" "W ho are
his friends?" etc., etc., fol
lowed each visit. How differ
ent it would be if men and
women lived together.
Several juniors noted the
difference between the apart
ments, which are coed, and
the dorms. 'I t 's so much eas
ier to get along with guys in
the apartments," I was told.
"You can just go and hang out
with them as friends, no big
deal."
One woman made what I

felt to be an interesting point.
She felt there w as a connection
to alcohol abuse and single
sex dorms. N amely, she said
that many students do not
drink for the sake of drinking,
b u tasa means to hook up with
a member of the opposite sex.
Therefore, living in the same
dorm with them would allevi
ate the tension and the need to
become inebriated in every
social situation.
Many women pointed out
the positive aspects of single
sex living such as privacy and
safety. However, regarding re
lationships with men, all felt
hindered by this separation of
living quarters.
The second factor we can
target is the background of the
student population. A signifi
cant percentage of students
com e from C atholic high
schools, where they have al
ready felt the sexual taboos
imposed on them by Catholic
doctrine. The alienation of men
and women is even morejpronounced in students from
single-sex high schools. It is
harder for these students to be
thrown into the independence
of college. They can 't be ex
pected to deal with members
of the opposite sex in the same
way as publicly educated stu
dents.
These are only two sugges
tions for why the rift between
men and women seems so
deep and unbridged. Perhaps
discovering what men and
women think and feel about
each other is a step in the right
direction.

Editor's Note: In the next few
articles, we will focus on other
issues in relationships at PC,
including heterosexual activity
and homosexuality.

,

Racists Are Made Not Bom
by Suzanne Gaudrault
Staff Writer_________________
When I was young, I once came
home from school claiming that I
hated the Russians. My mother
tactfully informed me that it is
okay to dislike the Soviet govern
ment but it is wrong to hate the
people of that country. Through
out my childhood my parents
went on to inform me never to
dislike a person because of the
way they face looks or because of
the color of their skin.
Years later I babysat for three
small girls. They would not play
with the black children down the
street because their mother would
not let them. When I asked them
why, the oldest informed me that
they are different. When I asked
why they are different, the girls
had no answer.
Most of the values which chil
dren learn are taught at home in
the early stages of development.
I was lucky to have been nur
tured by two liberal-minded
parents who would not allow
racist thought to enter the front
door. Unfortunately, not every
one has the benefit of being
brought up this way and many
young people grow up bigoted.
The parents o f the three young
girls are not going to change their
opinion on their black neighbors
and it is more than likely that the
children will uphold this posi
tion.
A major aspect of education is
to curtail prejudice thought. The
main tool in fighting racism is
through teaching, and if this is
not going to occur at home, the
schools must take on the respon

sibility. Although the influence
will not be as strong, at least the
young will have different views
to ponder over.
Right now the American school
system is in major need for reform
and many students are graduat
ing without a basic knowledge of
geography, math, and science.
However, a more pressing matter
is occurring after school hours. It
seems as if a day does not go by
without someone being killed on
the inner-city streets. Albeit much
of the violence is gang and drugrelated, a great deal of it is pro
voked by racism.
Not too far off in the future, the
United States will be run by both
the children who are experienc
ing the anger in the cities and
those who are not allowed to play
with the blacks down the streets.
Unless changes occur, bigoted
thought will escalate ana the
problems will increase rather than
decrease. For many, theonly hope
will come through their school
education. Therefore, maybe a
little less emphasis should be
placed on the problems in math
and science and more thought
should focus on the teaching of
peaceful coexistence and anti
racist thought. After all, there are
plenty of calculators for these
children to use later on in life (I
got an "A" in 'Math for Idiots'
with the help of one), but there is
no easy solution to the problems
of racism.
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l__________ Roving Photographer________ I
Has the news about Magic Johnson affected your awareness or
behavior relating to AIDS, why/ why not?

Nate Jones '93: It's changed my awareness. If it
can happen to him, it can happen to anyone.

Laura Desantis *92; It hasn't changed my behav
ior, but it has changed my awareness. Because he
is a celebrity hopefully he will be a positive influ
ence for society, that people will listen to him
because he has clout. Here is a man whose de
voted to physical fitness: Aids can strike anyone.

D ickey Simpkins '94: Speaking in general, before,
AIDS was there, but people didn't really focus on
it. Now it has happened to a person that is impor
tant to the world, people are beginning to pay
attention. Personally, it shocked me a lot, It re
minded me of Len Bias's death in '86.

Father Hindsley, prof, of Humanities & Peter
Caldwell, prof, of Marketing: No, we knew all
about it and we wish him the best. Little surprises
us anymore.

Dr. Stephen Triangale, visiting physician• You
must understand that I know more about AIDS
than the average person. It doesn’t surprise me at
all, that someone who had unprotected hetero
sexual sex, tested positive for the virus. It sur
prised me that the general population was sur
prised, that there was so much ignorance. It
reminded me that my patients need to hear about
AIDS again and again.

Mark Ruggeri *93, Student Congress President: It
has changed my awareness and I hope it will
create awareness in the country so they know it's
not just a homosexual disease. It's not affecting my
behavior because I am not going out with any girls.

Lorie Marchetti '95: Not really. The news about
Ryan White had a big influence on me about
AIDS. But I think many people are influenced by
Magic Johnson.

Sarah Youngclaus *94 & Joyce Eddy '94: We were
always aware of it, but it hit this school hard. It
became obvious to the middle class that AIDS
doesn't just hit drug addicts.
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W om en R ea ct To
S tereo ty p ica l A ssu m p tio n s
Dear Editor,
W e are writing this letter in response to the enlighten
ing article entitled "T h e Gender Rift at PC ." In this article, a
number of Providence College m ales were able to freely respond
to and evoke their impressions and opinions of the female popu
lation at PC. In this article, the male population at PC stated m at
they do not like a woman with "a lot of m ake-up on, hair teases up,
and dressed like a slut." How ironic is it that the majority of males
have posters of th& e very same wom en hanging on their bedroom
walls. W e found of particular interest the qualities of a woman a
PC man m ost desires. Mr. Caporizzo received from the PC m ale
population an interesting array of adjectives ranging from "quiet"
to a woman who is her own person.,;To this we pose the question,
how can a woman who is m eek and quiet possibly be her ow n
person? Our definition of being your ow n person includes having
difinitive opinions and expressing them to the best of our ability.
Also, in the article, the average impression of the PC fem ale was
that of a "quiet, conservative, Catholic w om an." Since we are all
depicted as such, it would only be obvious that we, as the gentle
men stated, "d on't care if a guy is sensitive," that we are merely
"surface-based" and "that we don't want someone to treat us
nicely." W e are grateful the men feel that way, as we are merely
stereotypical images and not individuals, we place greater signifi
cance on how m ales look in a pair of "L evi's* and a "polo" shirt,
as they cruise up and down Eaton Street in their jeeps. As a PC
male stated, "In order for women to respect me, I must operate
from a position of power in a controlling rather than a cooperating
attitude." Obviously, as we are all "quiet, conservative, CATH O
LIC,young wom an," we prefer to be dominated by an overbearing
and brutisn male.
In all seriousness, we decided to write this satirical response in
order to demonstrate the ridiculousness of such a stereotypical
female evaluation. Believe it or not, each female on this campus is
an individual. Each one of us, even though we are of similar
socioeconomic backgrounds, are rather different. The fem ales at
Providence College, as well as the males, can not be presented as
the same unit, with no distinction. Obviously, as was m ade
evident through the m ale's response, there is a great need for more
genuine, honest interaction between males and females. There
fore, we are in agreem ent with Ms. Lee and Mr. Caporizzo that
there should be co-educational dorm itories on campus. Such a
system would allow male -female relationships to prosper beyond
the confines of drunken interactions at social events and aids in the
breakdown of sexual barriers. In this way, then, cohabitation
would strengthen and deepen male-fem ale relationships created
at Providence College.
In conclusion, although we are rather adam ant against placing
all PC females under one stereotypical image, never let it h e said
that a female does not take into consideration the significance of
how a male looks in a pair of "L ev i's" and, if he is driving a Jeep,
that doesn't hurt either (just kidding!)
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Hospital Trust Ripping Us Off!
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in the hopes of informing other students of an unfair situation. I recently
closed my account at Hospital Trust because of an unreasonable policy which students may not be
aware of. The bank requires that you maintain a daily balance of $250 in your account. If you fail to
meet that requirement, you pay a quarterly charge of $9. This m eans that ify o u r balance falls below
$250 for even one day during a three month period, you pay $9 to Hospital Trust. I don't know about
everyone else, but as a college study, m y account balance is hardly ever near $250, never mind above
it. That means that I pay the bank $36 every year. Obviously u I can't maintain their minim um
balance, I can't afford to hand over $36 for no reason. If you weren't previously aware o f this policy,
I would recommend that you think about it and consider finding another bank that w on't steal your
money. I did!
Ja n ic e M a z z o la , '9 2

C atholic Sym pa th ies N o t A p p a ren t
Dear Editor:
Recently I received an enlightened view of the religious leaders of the Providence College
community. If m y interpretation is correct, then it has forced m e to question the level of Catholicism
practiced at PC.
In memorial to a girl who w as killed, I requested prayers be said for the repose of her soul at Mass.
I said the nam e need not be mentioned as long as the intention was made. In response, I w as told that
was for the best, because if the list of intentions was too long, then the priests did not like to read it.
It disappointed me to learn that the spiritual leaders of our "com m unity" are so preoccupied that
they cannot spend a few seconds to mention the names of people who will never be on this earth let
alone this list again. It is my impression that a community based on faith and love of neighbor should
take time to honor the soul of a deceased m em ber while offering comfort to those left behind.
As a result of this experience, I, unfortunately, m ust look deeper to find the sincerity supposedly
expressed by the leaders of my faith.
Sincerely,
Laura E. Laflamme, '92

Concerned About Magic's Message
Dear Editor:
H aving read Cowl Sports Editor John Raposo's essay on Earvin (Magic Johnson)'s recent retire
ment from basketball because he had contracted the HIV virus, I am in a quandary.
Mr. Raposo claim s that "M agic's message w as alw ays an upbeat one, forever the calm ness amid
tne the impending vortex." I firmly believe that we all should pray for M agic's unfortunate circum
stances. However, perhaps Mr. Raposa could explain Mr. Johnson's statement: "But now I know
you ' ve got to put your thinking cap on and put (pointing his right index finder between his legs) your
cap on down there." That's what he said on the Arsenio Hall Show. Magic, in accepting President
U 'r *
1 t
Un
!.
AmmiCClAn An
AT
eai/1
fVl
Bush's
request that
he <ni
joinn Ithe
National C
Commission
on AIDS,
said, '1 itrAl'l'
work fto educate the

in g Jerry Alaimo),
Most sincerely,
Russell P. Demoe
PC, Class o f '73

M ary Pilkerton '92
Claudine Sirgant '92

Editorial Policy

A d m in istra tio n M u st H elp B rin g B a ck P C P rid e
by Brendan Curran
Contributing Writer
"Those damn PC stu
dents..." This is a familiar line
to hear these days. As the
students attend class during
the week, most students ana
n eigh b ors a n ticip a te de
bauchery and drunkenness
for the upcoming weekends.
Itissad to think that all people
of our neighborhood turn on
their television sets to wit
ness the Providence College
students confront the Provi
dence Police Department in
underage drinking busts or
other alcohol-related drink
ing incidents. Speculation on
what to do to answer the
q u estion s resu ltin g from
tnese episodes have been
decent, at best.
N ow, as I write this edito
rial, I rem em ber witnessing
rows of PC youths at their
neighbors' shrubs on Eaton
Street relieving themselves.
Also, I recall a night during
m y fre sh m a n y e a r on
Oakland Avenue. I watched
some m ale students walking
in front of me on Eaton Street
being picked up, not by girls,
but by Proviaence's finest.
They were given a ride to
River Avenue free of charge
and returned to the scene with
a few billy club-induced

b ru ises, courtesy of their
friends, the Providence Police
Department. Word of the bi
zarre circum stances waved
through the crowds of students
present at the Fennell Hall
gates; the result was a commo
tion of PC students shouting
"W e shall overcom e," show
ering the police squad cars
with cups of beer and fire
works.
Unfortunately, these expe
riences have come to typify
the Catholic Dominican col
lege which I applied to in
Decem ber of 1987. Solutions
have been posed to all involved
parties, yet little has been done
to rectify the problem. One ex
am ple of what can be done is
evidenced by the success of
the 1991 Junior Ring W eek
end. This year, the Semiformal
was held at Venus de Milo in
M a ssa c h u se tts. It w en t
smoothly. This is amazing
seeing that behavior of some
of last year's Semiformal re
sulted in an 11 p.m. dismissal.
The success at Venus de Milo
is an example of what can be
done by students to improve
the school's reputation. On
Saturday, m edia personnel
were sent to the Sheraton
Towers in order to cover the
PC form al at the hotel. A cake
fight occurred in the wee hours

of Sunday morning. By late
morning, every radio station
and television station in the
New England area had reported
on this free-for-all . Few stu
dents of the class of 1993 added
a chapter to our grow ing his
tory. A m ajority o f the students
at tne JRW were unaware of the
occurrence of the cake fight at
the slideshow the next day.
Before we blam e it all on
those juniors, let's think about
the variables. Did the admini
stration ever want to put their
seal of approval on the Junior
Ring Weekend? No adminis
trators were visible at either
function. There were no school
banners on the stages either
night. There could have been
greetingsonpre-dinner prayers
spoken by the administrators.
Ah, but the police escorted us to
the door o f the Semiformal and
were on hand throughout the
week at Venus de Milo. Satur
day night, as expected, the ho
tel securify was spread through
out the Sheraton Towers and
the media took their seats to
witness PC students on the
loose. The administration was
not to be found. This is a shame,
since JRW is one of the prem iereeventsofastudent'syears
at Providence College.
Everyone in this situation is
to blame. The Providence Po

lice Department needs to
stick to law and order to and
not take matters in their own
hands. The media needs to
find more important prob
lems in this city or devote
their cameras to Brown, URI
and other area schools with
similar problems that go un
reported. The students need
to realize that food fights,
firew orks, and spraying
police cars w ith beer are not
qualifications forenteringor
leaving Providence College.
The administration needs to
support students' actions
and activities. If the JRW had
administrative presence (i.e.
- opening speech, pre-din
ner prayer, first dance, and
some banners of Providence
College) then it could have
been dealt with accordingly,
at the sight of the incident,
and address the guilty party
(i.e., addressing the slideshow assembly) of the inci
dent. Everyone needs to co
operate to turn this situation
around or it will not im
prove. It takes a team effort
of police, media, administra
tion, and students to bring
back PC pride.

I. Commentary articles
and Letters to the Edi
tor are welcome from
any member of the P.C.
student body, faculty
and administration.
Submissions
from
those outside the PC
community may be
printed if space per
mits.
II. All submissions to
the Editorial Depart
ment are subject to the
editing of the Editorial
Staff. If there is a spe
cific part of your article
or letter youdonot wish
to be cutj?lease see one
of the Editorial Staff
members prior to pub
lication.
ID. All letters must be
typed, double spaced
and limited to 500
words. Letters must be
signed; however, if you
do not wish your name
to appear in print,
please contact Colleen
Carson, Editor-in-Chief
or Anne Lee, Editorial
Editor. Complete ano
nymity maybe granted
if the subject is of a par
ticularly personal na
ture.
IV. The staff respectually requests that all
articles and letters con
tain no personal at
tacks.
V. All submissions
should be in The Cowl
office no later than
Monday at noon prior
to publication on Wed
nesday.
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WHO:

Responsible* creative*
enthusiastic person

WHAT:

Resident Assistant

WHY:

Meet interesting people
Gain leadership experience
Become part of a team and
Get Paid too!!!
Applications available in the
Office of Residence Life

S I Dof Providence
E L ICollege
N E S
NEW!

SLUSH
P U P P IE S

r ...............................

$ .25 O FF
SLUSH PU PPIES
AT SIDELINES
EXPIRES NOV. 30, 1991
... ...............................................J
L

THIS WEEK:

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
* ALL WELCOME
* PROFESSIONAL
BARTENDER
SERVING

I
-DON'T FORGETW E HAVE CABLE
AND
SATELLITE TV!

WANTED
STUDENT
ACTS
FOR
NEXT
SEMESTER!
-COMEDY, BANDS,
SO LO IST
-W ILL PAY $

INFO AND SIGN UP
IN
STUDENT
SERVICES BY
DECEMBER 6,1991
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----- Student Congress------- ----

Here to Serve You
b y M ark Ruggeri

Execuative Board President
An increasing am ount of student
concerns have been brought to the at
tention of Student Congress lately.
Such issties as cable television in the
on-campus apartm ents and house rob
beries in student apartments off-cam 
pus are a few o f the topics which have
been discussed lately in Congress m eet
ings.
W ith any topic there is likely to be a
Son
discussion.
m e individuals may

cooperation with working with the
Finance Committee members. Together,
we can all work through the financial
situation facing us this year.
Anyone who is interested in working
with the Reading Is Fundamental (RIF)
program, please attend a training ses
sion on Friday,
a y ,rN ovem ber 22nd at 3:00
p.m. at the Camden Avenue School.
Directions to the school are available in
the Congress office, Slavin room 109.
Lastly, I would like to wish everyone
a safe and happy Thanksgiving. If you
live in the N ew York/New Tersev/

The Student Congress is willing to
talk about a n y issue.

Meetings are every Monday night
at 5:30 p.m. in Slavin room 203.
Please voice your concerns.
question the way and the reason why
something is a certain way.
M any people have addressed
idrei
legiti
mate concerns. For exam ple, some
seniors have felt that they na
have been
"jipped" out of various Commencement
events. Instead of getting frustrated
and complaining about the situation, do
something about it. Com e to a Congress
meeting and voice your particular con
cern.
The Student Congress is w illing to
talkaboutany issue. If you would rather
not talk in front of the entire Congress,
talk to a member of Congress and he or
she can bring your concern up at a
meeting or answer your question on the
spot.
I would like to express m y sincere
appreciation to all the clubs and organi
zations officers and m em bers for their

Connecticut area and still do not have
transportation hom e, BOP is running
their annual bus trip home. For $15.00
round-trip you can take the bus to N ew
Haven, CT and for $30.00 round-trip
you can take the bus to N ew York City.
Buses will leave Slavin at 4:30 p.m. on
Novem ber 26th. This is a great, inex
pensive way to get home! For more
information, contact BOP, Slavin room
119A.
If you reside off-campus, please be
extra careful
'
' o f' any valuables
'
b l
or posses
sions that could get stolen if your house
is broken into during the Thanksgiving
break. If you are unable to take your
valuables hom e, try to find a safe stor
age place.
I nope everyone's Thanksgiving is a
very thankful and joyous time.

l ig h t s ! c a m e r a ! a c t i o n !
by Je n n M acCallum

Congress Correspondent
This Class of 1994 will be interview
ing for the position of JRW '94 Slideshow Chairperson on W ednesday,
December 4th.
The Slideshow Chairperson is a
m em ber of the JRW Core Committee.
The position is a year long commitment
in producing the Class of 1994's JRW
Slideshow video. The video is not a
traditional slideshow, rather it is an
actual video in which live video clips
and still photographs are set to music.
During the year, the Chairperson of
this committee works very closely with
the Photography Chairperson.
The job involves attending weekly
JRW Core committee meetings and
conducting weekly Slideshow meetings
with the Slideshow committee.
During sophomore year, the chair
person must decide how he/she will
choose to break down the video into
mini-segments that are co-related by
subtitles. Next, the chairperson should
m ake a list of events and themes for the
Photography committee staff to take,
Thei chairperson
must organize and
cnairpers
produce at least one live shoot during
the year. Finally, the chair should ar
range to have tables set up in lower

Slavin one to two times over a set period
for pictures to be submitted by m em 
bers of the Class of '94.
Junior year duties entail arranging a
final picture submittal for students in
lower Slavin. Also, the organization
and production of a second live shoot is
___ ______i if
:c
:___
„ „ „ ___ The orencouraged
it is
necessaiv.
ganizationof pictures into sutrtitles(400SB
600 pictures)
and arranging m usic in
the pictures is also done
sy nich
c- with
------------r
during first semester of junior year.
O ther activities that take place junior
year include collecting m usic, doing
studio recording work, doing produc
tion studio work, and most importantly,
completing the video in tim e for the '94
Junior Ring Weekend.
Individuals who wish to try out for
this job should be organized and able to
manage their tim e well. Resum es will
be accepted. You now sign-up for an
interview tim e in the Congress office,
Slavin room 109.
Anyone in the Class of '94 can try-out
for this position, even if you didn't origi
nally interview for a position on Core,
Sophomores,
bring your new ideas,
phi
enthusiasm and creativity to an inter
view, W ednesday, December 4th.

X

Special thanks goes out to M att Leondard '93 for his assistance with this article .

C la s s o f 1994
Interviews Cor the JRW Core *94 Slideshow
Chair w ill be held on Wednesday, December 5th
Sign-up now In the Congress Office, Slavin 109
* * * Resumes are accepted* * *
These interviews are open to any member of tine
Class of #
94, even if he/she d id not previously
try-out for a position on tine Core committee!

PC Delegation Attends MO AS
continued from page 1
nally selected to represent that country.
The United States delegation was
comprised of head delegate Helene
Marsh '92, Lisa Champagne '94, Bill
Hendee '93, Scott Lacy r92, Michael
Larkin '92, Jennifer M acCallum '93,
Patrice Mulker '93, Kara O 'Sullivan '93,
Kate W ilson '92, and Kelli W ithrow '93.
The delegation representing Trinidad
and Tobago were Alison Burke '92,
Jennifer Gobeille '94, Christine Hanna
'94, and Lynn Sosnosky '92.
Pairs of delegates were assigned to
represent national interests on one of
five committees. The committees ranged
from a General Com m ittee, comprised
of head delegates, which covered a wide
spectrum of issues, to one o f four spe
cific agenda com m ittees that focused on
such issues as juridical and political
m atters, economic and social matters,
educational, scientific and cultural
matters, and administrative and budgetary matters.
le first day of the model, Monday,
The
Novem ber 11th, student delegations
were addressed by His Excellency
Am bassador Joao Clem ente Baena
Soares, the Secretary General o f the OAS,
who welcomed us to the OAS model
and wished every delegation the best
wishes for the upcoming week. Later,
each head delegate addressed the as
sembly on his/her nation's position on
a variety of issues that w ere to be de
bated in the upcom ing week.
W ith the exception of the uriering at
the mission, the "week's activities were
conducted in the actual OAS building.Having all the sessionsconducted in the
OAS building itself, a higher level of
professionalism permeated all of the
delegations who attended the model.
One of the highlight's of the week
was the briefing by the official national
missions to the OAS. O ur delegation

—
had the privilege to have a two and onein g at the State Departur briefing
half hour
and
ai
ment. The briefin'
t\g iwas organized
„
conducted by Ms. Pat Perrin, a member
of the US delegation to the OAS. The
..........................
’ mm
inute
briefing included
a twenty
inutedisdis
cussion with Luigi Einaudi, the US Am
bassador to the O AS, who briefed us on
a variety of issues. W e m et the individu
als whose jobs we were portraying and
they briefed us on specific topics rele
vant to each committee. The Provi
dence College delegation felt privileged
to have had the opportunity to visit the
State Department and to be so thoroughlybriefed. Ms. Perrin told us "Very
few visitors are allowed to enter this
building. Usually the only college-aged
visitors are the Foreign Service dasses."
The delegation of Trinidad and Tobago had the honor to visit that nation's
issy and spoke with their ambassaembas
dor.
Our daily agenda included informal
caucusing and formal debates over
drafted resolutions presented to our in
dividual committees. In these com m it
tee sessions, the delegation advocated
and defended the stance of the United
States through public speaking and

___ _ _
were discussed in M OAS committee
sessions. Menem applauded the interAmerican system and particularly the
OAS as being instrumental in raising
"the new conscious of the American
U n it. . . a strengthening o f the people of
the Americas." M enem advocated the
peaceful resolutions to the problems that
our hemisphere faces, especially the

currentcoupoccurringwithinHaiti. He

M O A S participant,
were extended a special invitation to
hear Carlos M enem, the R esid en t of
Argentina address the official OAS. This
w as a unique opportunity for the par
ticipants in this program. It was an
opportunity to see the diplomats act in
accordance with true OAS protocol.
Also, students were able to see the OAS
building prepared as it would be for a
formal O A S session.
Students w ere able to listen to
M enem 's speech in simultaneous trans
lation from Spanish to English.

closed by saying "O ne drop of blood of
our American’brothers affects us all.
On a more personal note, the PC
delegation partook in the traditionally
walk to the Vietnam Memorial and a
closing dinner cooked by our modera
tor, Dr. Trudeau.
All participants involved responded
enthusiastically to this unique program.
The educational aspects of implement
ing policy, public speaking and debat
ing gave the participants an invaluable
experience that cannot be gained in a
classroom.
Dr. Trudeau felt that it was a "tough
role to represent the United States be
cause of our nation's central position in
the OAS m odel." Both the United States
and the Trinidad and Tobago represen
tatives performed admirably through
out the week.
In reference to the Trinidad and
Tobago delegations Dr. Trudeau felt that
the "four representatives to Trinidad
and Tobago performed «ror.uerruiiy.
They uid a iot of last minute prepara
tion. This group is a testimony to PC."
The MOAS is a unique program to be
involved in. It allows an individual to
see governments interact in a multi
national atmosphere. There is an inde
scribable thrill to working in the actual
OAS building, a building which is
deeply intertwined with toe history of
our hemisphere.

Menem's speech was very inspiring
to hear. He spoke cr. many topics that

Students who may be interested in
attending the Thirteenth model, please

rnniart
contactDr.
Dr.1 Trudeau, c/o the Political
Sdence Department, Howely Hall.
The PC delegation to the M odel Or
ganization o f American States would
like to thank Dr. Trudeau for all his
dedication to us while w e w ere prepar
ing for the model. It w as a very special
experience for all of us.

F in a lly

K nights of
Columbus
present
THE OFF-CAMPUS
PHONE BOOK
A v a i la b le a t t h e
S tu d en t
In fo rm a tio n D e sk ,
u p p e r S la v in , f o r
£ 2.00

’93 Class Club Nite
at
Friday, December
6th
Tickets will be on
sale during the
week of
December 2nd!
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l -----Student Congress------AIDS
Awareness
PC students become involved in the fight against AIDS
The AIDS Spectrum consists
of four stages. Thisdedphers
OCRO President
into the fact that a person has
Three Facts:
various levels of sickness until
(1)
5,000people each day world
becoming afflicted with full
wide become HIV positive.
blown AIDS.
(2) Already, 281,000 people in
Lasting anywhere from 3-9
the US have AIDS.
months, is the first stage where
(3) Shockingly, 1.1 million
a person has acute verenia.
people in the US are HIV posi
This means that they may not
tive and D O N O T realize it.
be HIV positive, but the virus
These three facts are a few of
is in their system. This usually
the startling revelations made
last W ednesday during an
AIDS information session.
FatherTortorid, O.P., Dr.
Guitano Ferrante, Dr. Karen
Ferratne, and Dr. Jay Doweikl
were four speakers who ad
dressed about 40 students in
Aquinas Lounge. Members of
the AIDS committee indude
Alan Stillman, Ann Bellotti and
Father Stanley Azaro,O.P. This
first lecture is the product of a
group of concerned students,
headed by Richard Dye '92,
who, along with an AIDS com
mittee, have been steadfastly
promoting AIDS awareness at
PC. The comfortable atmos
phere was not very reassuring
compared to the facts pre
sented.
A video presentation per
sonifying the "It can't happen
to m e" syndrome began the
evening. A female college fresh
man (portrayed in the video)
was shattered to discover her
HIV positive status after hav
ends with a stage of acute
ing unprotective sex with her
conversion, or a state similar
"dream " boyfriend, a d oset bi
to acute mononudeosis.
sexual. Although seemingly
The next stage, asympto
unrealistic, we, the audience,
matic infectious, is the longest
were shocked to see the story
stage and can last up to 10-12
had been true.
years, but not usually. The
Dr. Karen Ferrante and Dr.
victim feels fine, but is infec
Jay Doweikl followed the video
tious.
The AIDS related complex
with a factual lecture. They
or ARC is the next stage. The
reiterated on three basic areas:
victim suffers swollen glands,
statistical facts on AIDS, the
AIDS Spectrum and Prevention
fever, night sweats, and fa
tigue. I n is usually lasts 203
o f AIDS.

by Michele Consiglio

•5,000 People
each day, world
w ide, become
H IV positve.

•Already,
281,000 people
in the US have
AIDS

•1.1
m illion
people in the US
are H IV positve
and do not real
ize it.

Students for
G ender Equality
working in conjunction
w ith stu den ts from
Brown University, are
seeking students who
m aybe interested in par
ticipating aS instructors
in workshops on sexual
ity (stereotypes, role play
ing, cultural differences)
in area ju n io r high
schools.

years before the victim techni
cally has AIDS.
AIDS has many preven
tions. The most obvious is
that an individual should not
use intravenous drugs and
should abstain from sexual
relation s (heterosexual or
homosexual).
Dr. Doweikl also dted two
other form sof prevention. The
first form is to kn ow the per
son you will be having a sex
ual relation with (this means
more than first name/last
name, eye color, and favorite
bar). Secondly, he advised
condom usage with three
reminders:
latex condoms
only, always use spermicide
(since it does kill the HIV vi
rus), and don't use old con
doms (guys, throw out the
unused ones that you have had
since your senior prom).
M ost importantly, AIDS
testing w as discussed. AIDS
tests are anonymous and pro
vide follow-up counseling,
should a person be HIV posi
tive. O ne important point to
remember: the test looks for
antibodies that are fighting the
AIDS virus. The testee could
have the AIDS virus, but might
not be fighting it yet.
AIDS is spreading and a
cure has still not yet been
found. The information ses
sion presented made a lot of
the audience start thinking
about this deadly disease.
Hopefully, these facts will
make the entire PC campus
seriously think about AIDS.
Members of the Student
Congress attended this first
lecture. As the Student Con
gress of Providence College,
we are conscious of the threat
of AIDS towards our student
body and desire to keep the
student body informed about
this deadly disease.

R .I.F.
Reading is Fundamental

A training m eeting
will for all those
who wish to partici
pate in this pro
gram will be held

Permission has been re
ceived from the Health
Department to partici
pate in this program.

Friday,
November 22nd
3 :0 0 p.m.
Camden Street
School library

In te re s te d
stu den ts
should contact Beth at
272-7512.
A training
session w ill be held on
November 24th.

Directions to Camden
Street School are
available in the Con
gress office, Slavin
room 109

J

Into the Spirit
by Jennifer MacCallum
Congress Correspondent
W ith the holiday season
rapidly approaching, the Pas
toral Council isonce again spon
soring their yearly charity
drives for the Thanksgiving and
Christmas season.
This past week, the Special
Events Committee of Pastoral
Council sponsored a canned
food drive in lower Slavin and
in the residence halls. The food
and money donated to the d rive
will be distributed to various
agencies in the city of Provi
dence who work with the
needy.
Donations of food and
money will be accepted until
Friday afternoon at 3:30 p.m.
Drop off any donations at the
table set up in lower Slavin or in
the Pastoral Council office,
Slavin room 212.
This past Wednesday, N o
vember 20th, the Special Events
C om m ittee also sponsored
"Skip a M eal" in Raymond Cafe.
Money raised by students who
selected to forgo one meal will
be donated to Oxfam America,
an agency which works with

those in need.
The annual G iving Tree
Christmas gift drive for chil
dren in need will begin on
Sunday, N ovem ber 24th. At all
theM asseson Sunday, students
will be able to receive a nam e of
child in need.
Students w ho select a name
are asked to buy an inexpen
sive gift for the child and also
provide enough holiday wrappingpaper to wrap thegift with.
Gifts are requested to be bought
by Sunday, Decem ber 8th and
brought to any m ass. Please
keep your gift unwrapped and
drop it off at the Pastoral Coun
cil office, Slavin room 212.
N ames of children will also
be available M onday, Decem 
ber 2nd through W ednesday,
December 4th. Donations of
holiday w rapping paper will
also be accepted.
The annual tree lighting cere
mony will be held on M onday,
December 9th. W atch for more
inform ation after the Thanks
giving break.
During this holiday season,
be thankful for your ow n pros
perity and b e kind enough to
help those in need.

The Special ‘E vents Committee
o f Pastoral Council invites you
to be a part o f our Christmas
giving ‘Tree
Ofgmes o f needy children in the
Providence area m ill be
available after all the masses
on Sunday, 9{pvember 24 th
Inexpensive gifts, along zvith
holiday zvrapping paper, should
be brought, umvrapped, to any
9dass on Sunday, Decem ber 8th
Pe apart o f this Providence
College ^Holiday Tradition
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Arts & Entertainment

Michael Jackson's Latest "Thriller"
Comes Up Short
by B rian Cappello

Asst. Features Editor

*

Quick quiz: W hat do some
thing that can be given as a
cheesy Christmas gift, some
thing that can be used as a base
in which to put a patio um 
brella , and Michael Jackson,
all have in common? Give up?
They're all fruitcakes. Now
don't get me wrong, I think
Michael Jackson isb y far one of
the m ost talented artists in the
music industry. Yet I can't
overlook the fact that i if s people
like him that keep psychiatrists
in business.
Have you seen his latest
video? For those who haven't,
the first five minutes is justyour
average MJ (as his pet chimp
Bubbles calls him) video con
taining some rather impressive
special effects. But once the
music stops, so do the hearts of
millions of conservative tradi
tionalists (many of whom are
referred to as Dominicans), as
the video suddenly begins to
m ake less sense than the
school's fining system. Satur
day Night Live summarized this
portion of the video quite elo
quently in saying, "M ichael's
message seems to be that if you
leave your car in a back alley,
I'll smash in all the windows
and then jump on the roof and

I don’t feel
hypocritical in
saying that I ’ve
seen more meat
on a skeleton's
body than on
Michael's
m asturbate." And if that wasn't
bad enough, he proceeded to rip
off his shirt, revealing an upper
body scarier than any Hallow
een costume I’ve ever seen. While
I'm no Arnold Schwarzenegger,
I don't feel hypocritical in saying
that I've seen more meat on a
skeleton's body then on M i
chael's. Thanks to the miracle of
E ublic outrage, Mr. Jackson (as
is good friends call him) was
forced to cut the segment of the
video and apologize to America
(specifically groups against free
dom of speech/expression such
as our own Friars). Yet that still
leaves the question, what was he
thinking in the first place?
Did the idea suddenly come
to him in the middle of the night
as he and Bubbles were sleep
ing? If so, did he thrust from his
bed and proclaim, "W ow , what a
great idea! The public will love
it! I'll smash up a car (while

screaming) and then proceed
to play with myself as if I
were a common porn star
(such as Clarence Thomas'
favorite, "Long Dong Sil
ver"). And even if he did
think it was a great concept,
why didn't anyone take nis
other (less famous) glove and
slap him upside tne head?
Heaven forbid you get Michaelangry. Thenyou'dhave
to deal with the likes of Jer
maine, Janet, or perhaps even
worse, LaToya (she won't
hesitate to pull out her
"guns”). You would think
one of his advisers would
have just sat him down and
said, "H ey M.C. (what his
really funny associates call
him), did you ever think that
if people wanted to see car
smashing and crotch grab
bing, they would watch a
Chips re-run (I hate to admit
it but, if given a choice, I'd
rather see Ponch in a Speedo
than Michael). For those of
you who m ay never see the
controversial part of the
video, believe me when I say
you're really not missing
"m uch.”
On a side note, I often
wonder, for as much money
as the public has contributed
to him, what has he givenback. You'd think that for the
millions h e's made off of rec
ord sales, he could at least

FELLINI
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m ake an appearance more than
once every solar eclipse. I guess
h e's just too busy with either
Brooke, Bubbles, or his new best
friend, Macaulay Culkin. (Did
you hear the rumor that Mi
chael's trying to get him "hom e
alone?”) The only other reason
I can think of is that he and
Janet are actually the same
person. Think about it, you
never see them together (sort
of like Superman and Clark
Kent) and they have almost
nothing but good things to say
about each other (tell me that's
not a little fishy). And not only
that but they have the same
voice. I recall getting hit by a
baseball (a line drive, no less)
without a cup on once, and yet
m y voice was still ten times
lower than his. While Michael
and Janet's bodies aren't ex
actly the same, we musn’t for
get what make-up artists and
trick mirrors can do these days.
W hile I find Michael Jackson
to be a loon, the fact is h e's still
a great artist. H is ability to
make young girls cry (at a
concert) as i f they were watch
ing their parent's execution is
truly unique. W hether w e'll
ever see Michael again after he
(and "sister" Janet) retire is hard
to say, but at least we know
that the "interesting" portion of
his video has been frozen in
time, just like he plans to be
someday.

Rhode Island
Philharmonic
Holiday
Festivals

The Rhode Island Philhar
m onic will present two holiday
festival concerts on Saturday,
December 14th, at Veterans
Memorial Auditorium. The
first concert, theFam ilyM atinee
Festival w ill begin at 2:00 p.m .
and the second performance,
the Holiday Pops! will begin at
8:00 p.m. Both program s will
feature holiday classics such as
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite
paired with such holiday fa
vorites as "Sleigh Ride”, by Le
roy Anderson, "Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer", ’'Frosty
the Snowman" and "W h ite
Christmas."
The 2:00 pan. Matinee per
formance will feature WPRO
Radio's Salty Brine who will
narrate T'xoas the Night Before
Christinas and The N utcracker
Suite.. At the 8:00 p.m. Pops
perform ance, Patrice Wood
from Newswatch 10 will be the
guest narrator.
Adult ticket prices for the
Family M atinee range from $10$25 with a special $5 discount
for children, senior citizensand
the disabled. Adult tickets for
the H oliday Pops! range from
$15-$40 with a $2 discount for
students, seniors, and the dis
abled upon presentation of a
valid identification. Group rate
discounts are also available.
Tickets for the "Holiday
Festival” performances m aybe
purchased at the Philharmonic
office on 222 Richmond Street,
Providence, by phone (401)8313123, or in person between 9-5
Monday through Friday.

Billiards
— Live Entertainment
Dancing
1195 Douglas Avenue, N orth Providence Telephone: 353-0880
5 m inutes from Providence C ollege

Hop on the party train to STIX! Free transportation on Thursday nights
Catch the trolley at the main gates of P .C . - call 353-0880 for more info

Penny Night
every Ti
Tuesday
We're REALLY cheap on Tuesdays!

%

Wednesday
Night

"Com e down and see
w hat a nickel will bu y !’

-525 Eaton St.
O pen:

11 am

- II pm M o n -S a t

Friday:

3 p m - 11 p m S un

Call 4 2 1 -2 4 8 4

Thank God It s Friday Party

We Deliver!

Free buffet at 6 pm and live
music with Don Levine
from 7-11

Welcome PC Students!
Have a night out at Fellini'sf

Sports Fans *
Save those ticket stubs!
*

asketball or hockey sti
$1.00 off a large pizza
|$2.00 off if PC wins!

>i
ii
ii
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Saturday: Live m usic in the
Tavern Room
Sunday: Open at 12 noon - free hot
dogs during N FL gam es and
1/2 price pool 'till 7 pm

Thursdays

College Night - 18 & up
$3.00 Cover with Dollar
Drink Specials all night
Get here before 9 pm
and beat the cover by
a buck!
.Ride the trolley to the
best party in town!
Every Thursday and Friday
in the Keg Room:

Free STIX cup
filled with 17
oz. dollar
specials all
night long!

Providence College "Club Night" at
STIX - Saturday, November 16th

Arts & Entertainment
Pearl Jam
Visits WDOM

Hold on for

Cape Fear
by A lana Tarro

Asst. A&E Editor

I find it humorous that they
entitled the movie Cape Fear. I am
thinking something more along
the lines of Cape Terror. How
ever, Cape Fear is an actual place
and would be rather difficult to
change the name.
Anyway, the point I am at
tempting to make is that this
movie goes beyond all of the fear
you have ever felt. It's nothing
like the Friday The 13th scared,
and just barely in the same ball
park as Silence O f The Lambs. To
enforce m y point even further, I
no longer have nails on my finf ers, and I almost squeezed my
oyfriend's arm off of his body.
Convinced?
Cape Fear begins by introduc
ing Robert DeNiro as M ax Cady.
H e has just been released from
prison after serving 14 years for
rape charges that were reduced
to battery. It is clear that this man
is an interesting one of sorts be
cause he has Bible passages im 
printed all over his body. This is
not to mention the truth and jus
tice signs being weighed on a cru
cifix covering his back.
DeNiro has conveniently
been left $30,000 from a family

any personal relationship with
them.
N olte reveals to a colleague
his fear of DeNiro and his rea
sons why. During the trial 14
years ago a report of the rape
victim cam e in identifying her
as promiscuous. Because Nolte
felt DeNiro excessively abused
this girl, he threw out the re
p ort. R em ark ably, DeN iro
found it and learned how to
read while in prison.
Now the plot is revealed.
Nolte held valuable evidence
that probably would have kept
DeNiro out of prison. There
fore, DeNiro is on a mission to
destroy his lawyer and his
family. You might be wonder
ing what the big deal is; the plot
sounds good but so did the
original N ightm are On Elm
Street. But as I have stated be
fore Cape Fear is far above any of
those su spense-thriller-horrormovies. The reason for this
is Martin Scorcese. He is the
genius director who made me
and the rest of the theater jump
out of our seats when the phone
rang in a certain scene. The film
moves along in such a way that
you're sure the anticipation will
kill you.
I will leave my movie review
at that so I don't ruin the plot for
eveiyone! W aste no time - go to
see CapeFearV.

...DeNiro is on a
mission to de
stroy his lawyer
and his family.
mem ber who passed away; I
am thinking Hawaii, the
Virgin Islands. ..he is think
ing revenge. H e goes back to
where his law yer (played by
N ickN olte) lives in theSouth
and runs in to him - coinci
d en tally . Stran ge thin gs
begin to occur when these
encounters take place. It is
clear that DeNiro wants to
stir up trouble but N olte was
his defense attorney; there
fore, w hy start with him and
not the judge who sentenced
him?
Jessica Lange plays the
part of N olte's wife. As soon
as she is introduced the
audience is able to feel the
tension between the couple.
It is obvious that their mar
riage is lacking in many ways
because o f the snide com
m ents and lack o f of affec
tion on both parts. Their 15year-old daughter appears
nothing short of miserable
due to the constant fighting
between her parents and
because they shut her out of

PC
Dance Company
To Perform
The Providence College Dance
Company will present an infor
m al concert in the Dance Studio
(behind Bedford Hall) on Decem
ber 7th and 8th at 2:00 p.m. The
company will present several
works by student choreogra
phers, and one piece by faculty
member W endy Oliver. Admis
sion is free, but please arrive early
to be guaranteed seating. Dances
will draw on elements of m od
em , jazz, sounds and text. A new

element this year in the
company is a collaboration
between student creative
w riters and choreogra
phers.
W riters Kim Camlet and
Pamela Mulcahey, along
w ith
c h o re o g ra p h e rs
Tammy Colucci, Melissa
Hanzse, Tracey Jarzombek,
and Leslie Racine, will pres
ent original works created
specifically for this per

_ book our low fares home for

THANKSGIVING!!!

I

{

Couneii Travel
Angell
St, comer of Thayer
171A
J
fPiovidencc, Rl 02906

401-331-5810
<

I

I

2 Bedroom apartments

on Pembroke Ave.
Priced from $740 to $760
(on a 12 month plan)
C o n tac t: Mark
at

A

943-0073
ill

W D O M L O G O C O N TEST:
W e're N O T jokin g...

b y Andy D iG iovan n i

WDOM Public Relations

Last Wednesday, WDOM
was happy to host Mike and
David of Pearl Jam in the stu
dio. Pearl Jam, a band from
Seattle, W ashington, was in
the area that day, since they
were to open up for the Red
Hot Chili Peppers with the
Smashing Pumpkins that night.
Their new album Ten (EpicAssociated) is at number 31 on
the College Music Journal Top
150 list.
Mike and David spent over
45 minutes with us on the air,
having a great time, talking
about the band's journey in the
music industry so far, and play
ing some tunes. W e took sev
eral calls on the request line
and listeners were able to talk
to the band members and ask
them questions.

Yes, iPs true. You heard the
truth. W e are giving two FREE
tickets to any concert on the
WDOM concert list to that
special person who can come
up with the best possible new
logo for our little radio station.
It doesn't matter who you are,
as long as you go to PC. Just
use some creativity and sub
mit your entry to us by Mon
day, November 25. Bring it to
the WDOM office in Joseph
Hall room 106 before 6:00 p.m.
Remember these important
things. Your logo entry must
include "W DO M 91.3 FM ."
"Providence College Radio" is
a good idea. Other than that,
the rest is up to you. Put your
name. Friar Box and phone
number on the back. M ake it
colorful and alive. Remember
that this thing will be widely
used, and it could m ake you

/ ----------------------------------------- --------------

Catch all

formance. Actors Anne Marie
Higgins and Leigh Price will be
reading poetry and fiction.
The Providence College
Dance Company is a group of
experienced dancers chosen by
audition. This company is spon
sored by the PC Theatre De
partment, and will be holding
auditions again in January.
Please call 865-2206 for further
information.

CLEAN, FURNISHED
RENTALS
From BOSTON round trips startii
LONDON
498
LISBON
498
CASABLANCA
510
MILAN
538
VIENNA
658
MOSCOW
398
PAN AM A CITY
898
RIO
729
TOKYO
939
BANGKOK
1278
NAIROBI
1109
SYDNEY
Taxes4 s/ctajes notincluded.Faressubjecttccharvje.

D avid and M ike of Pearl Jam
have a b last w ithW D O M 's
Fran k D ePasquale, Pam Schultz and K elly Rohrer.

The Friar Hockey Games,
at home and away,
on W D O M 91.3.
With the voices of Friar Hockey,
Duane Gereski and Bennett Walsh
Join them on Friday November, 22, when PC
hosts Boston University & again on Sunday
November, 24, when PC hosts Merrimack.
All the action starts at 6:50 p.m. with the
Pre-Game Show and Coaches Comer

<

V.

FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS to students or stu
dent organizations pro
moting our Spring Break
Packages. Good Pay &
Fun. Call CMI at 1-800423-5264.

TAKE YOUR BREAK IN
GREAT BRITAIN! Ex
ch an g e v a ca tio n s a r
ranged between students
in England and America.
Discount air fare available.
C o n ta ct
ST U D E N T S
ABROAD, LTD., P.O. Box
944 O ra n g e v a le, CA
95662. Tel: (800) 428-8538.
Fax: (916) 635-1165.

Financial Aid available
im m ed ia tely ! S p ecia l
grants program. Every
student eligible. No one
turned down. Sim ple
application. Send name,
address and $1 P&H fee
(refundable) to: Student
Services, P.O. Box 224026, H ollyw ood , FL
33022.

CLASSIFIED
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A Moment in the Life of Kate Wilson
BOP President / Member o f the Class of 1992

by M egan G rennan
F eatu res E ditor ______________

I consider myself pretty
lucky to have been able to
meet with Kate Wilson one
Friday morning, considering
her overwhelmingly busy
schedule. Aside from serv
ing as President the Board of
Programmers, Kate is also an
Ambassador, has been a Big
Sister for the past fouryears,
and works at the Cookie
Connection in the Mini-Mall.
Finding time for an interview
was not easy!
The BOP sponsors cul
tural, social and recreational
programs throughout the
school year. It is comprised
of 43 students, 39 of whom
are chair people and four of
whom serve as executive
officers.
Periodically, the
group sends delegates to the
National Association for
Campus Activities (NACA)
to gather new ideas and
advice from other schools.
Kate is a senior this year,
and comes to PC from
Orlando, Florida. She is a
political science major with a
minor in Spanish, and is cur
rently working towards a
certificate in Latin American
Studies. Evidently, Kate's
academic schedule is just as
hectic as her extracurricular
one. She joined BOP at the
end of her freshman year, and
served as chairperson of the
film committee before being
named President.
The recent budget prob
lems have forced BOP to
come up with creative, inexiensive activities and events
or the student body. Working with only half the amount

of money previously allot
ted to the organization, the
group haa to re-think
which activities merit the
greatest amount of fund
ing. Although, as Kate
stated, thebudget cuts have
resulted in frustration and
low morale within BOP, the
problem has also lessened
conflicts with the admini
stration. "W e really have
n't had many problems
because we haven't been
able to do anything out of
the ordinary," Kate said.
She finds Fr. McPhail to be
very supportive, along with
Sharon Hay, the BOP
moderator.
The alcohol policy for
BOP was ironea out the
previous year and has
proven to be very effective.
According to the agree
ment, the BOP is allowed

to offer two beers per person,
per hour. Kate was glad to say
that they have never run out of
beer at any event this year.
Kate finds that the best part
of her involvement in BOP is
working with and spending
time with its other members.
"The people on the Board are
some of the most wonderful
people I've ever met," she told
me with a big smile. Kate is
also grateful for the communi
cation skills she has developed
from working on BOP. Deal
ing with agents, administra
tors, and students, she de
scribes her experience as "an
education in itself."
When I asked Kate to name
her personal favorite BOPsponsored event or activity, she
had trouble deciding between
two. Dave Binder's "An Eve
ning with James Taylor,"
though not well attended, was
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fo r y o u r '92-93
a p artm ent needs
M l s iz e s a n d

one of Kate's favorites. This
was an experimental week
end program, and will be of
fered again in the spring. The
other favorite for Kate is the
stag dances. "I've never at
tended them as a regular per
son, but I still have a great
time." The group arranges so
that each ofthe BOP members
has some free time during the
night to dance and socialize
with the other students.
BOP is hoping to be able to
sponsor a small outdoor con
cert in April, in conjunction
with Super Sports. They will
be offenng trips to Venezuela
and Barbados for the winter
and Easter breaks. Kate also
mentioned the possibility of
holding MTV Lip Sync audi
tions in '64 Hall sometime in
December. Keep your eyes
and ears open for further in
formation!
Kate represented PC and
the US as an ambassador to
the Organization of American
States (OAS) in Washington,
DC this November 8-15. Her
ambition continues into her
lans for the future. Kate
opes to attend our sister
school in the Dominican Re
public for two years after
graduation. If this plan fails
for some reason, she intends
to teach English at a school in
Costa Rica. Far from being
unadventurous or lazy, Kate
expresses a zest for life and a
wish to be involved in help
ing and serving others. She is
a remarkable student and
leader, with a seemingly end
less supply of energy and time
reserved for aiding those
around her.

p r ic e s !

Contact Maria at

521-4213
o r

861-7021

DON'T MAKE PLANS FOR THE—
FOLLOWING FOLLOWING FRIDAYS . . .
THEY'RE ALREADY TAKEN CARE OF!
HERE'S A SUGGESTION AND AN INVITATION:

The Rhode Island Hillel Council cordially invites
you to spend Shabbat with college students from
all over Rhode Island.
When?

Oov.22 Jan. 31
Apr. 3
Dec. 13 Feb. 2B mag 1
Time? 6:30 pm. Reservations must
be made in advance.
Where? Bromn/RISD Hillel House
BO Bromn Street, Providence
Whg?

Because it's a good chance to meet
nem people, get together inith
old friends, and all in a Jemish
environment.
not good enough? Go angrnag!
CoBt? SB.OO. Gall Bandi for details: 2 7 2 ^ 3 ^ 5

*STUDENTS!*

W E DELIVER

To fill your typing needs...
C a ll Kathy
722- 6355
or leave a m essag e at
723- 7838

T IR A N A

Editorial
Note
from the
Assistant
Features
Editor
This is just a reminder to
anyone out there in Cowllan d who may be taking the
Features section a little too
seriously. Most of the ar
ticles in this section are
aimed at generating humor
out of things relevant to
everyday lire. A Features
writers greatest challenge
is deciding what's funny and
what isn't, and occasionally,
something that he or she
deems funny may not be
found humorous, but rather
offensive, by a particular
group of readers. Unfortu
nately, this is certainly not
our goal So when Bill Fen
nell says something like,
where they, to the best of
their ability, will ignore it,"
he is only out for a laugh,
not a letter (editorial). And
he certainly doesn't expect
people to think to them
selves, "Wow, is that all the
Residence Board does?"
As another example,
when I write a Top 10 list,
the items are usually funny
because they are the oppo
site of reality. So when Isay;
"They're having 10 kegs in
the priory tonight," that is
funny because anyone asso
dated with PC knows that
this campus is drier than the
Sahara. The point is, all we
ask is that our readers try
not to take anything that
might appear offensive as
offensive, but rather as a
joke, Occasionally, we may
take a joke too far, and if you
feel that's the case, feel free
to let vis know. So if anyone
is still wondering if the
priests really do buy for
freshman at rC , the anwer,i
obviously, is YES! They buy
them things like Bibles, ro
sary beads, subscriptions to
Abstinence Weekly, and books
like How to Have Fun With
out Actually Engaging in any
Sort o f Fun Activity. By the
way, did you see the priests
streaking through the quad
last night? (Thar s a joke, get

621-8888

it PIZZA
PIZZA*GRINDERS
SPINACH PIE*SALADS
BEVERAGES *PASTRIES

SUN-WED:5pm-1am
THURS, FRI, SAT:5pm-3am
7 DAYS A W EEK *365 1/4 DAYS A YEAR
228 OAKLAND AVE., PROV., R.I.
NO IMITATION PRODUCTS USED
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The Name of the Game
by Bill Fennell

Features Writer____________
Have you ever thought about
what meanings names convey
to others? I thought not, which
is w hy I decided to write about
it. Aren't you glad that I care so
much? Anyway, names are
things which we are stuck with
for our entire lives. It doesn't
m atter if your name is Lance or
M yrtle, it's yours, and you've
gotta keep it. Unless you're
being hunted down by the Ma
fia or something, then the fed
eral government will change
your name to something very
inconspicuous like "Oonid McGren d er or the like. Our names
are our own, and they DO have
some effect on us.
Take m y name for instance.
W illiam, according to the Dic
tionary o f Names, means "he who
is not afraid to wear the same
underwear three days in a row
Now that meaning is totally pre
posterous. I would NEVER wear
the same underwear for more
than two days. O r at least not
m y own. If I could change the
meaning of m y name to fit me, it
would probably read something
like this: "W illiam - After the
Norse God of Being to Parallel
Park Really Well. The name
W illiam means "able to attract
more women than a J.C. Penney
white sale." Some nicknames
are "W ill," "B ill," "Billy," and
"Phlegm ." Famous Williams
include: Billy the Kid, W illy
Loman, Mr. Bill, and Bill Buck
ner. I think that would be a
m uch more accurate descrip

tion, don't you agree?
However, there are some
names that m ake you think of
something or some situation, no
matter what. Take the name
Chad, for instance. W hen most
people hear that nam e, they
immediately think o f country
clubs with people riding on
horses sipping sherry from
glasses that cost more than a trip
for two to Mars. Most people
think Chads hang around with
people named M uffy and Nigel.
This association, I happen to
know, is incorrect. I say this
because I have a friend named
Chad, and- believe it or not- he
had never gone golfing. Really.
Plus, he never sips sherry from
anything except the bottle. An
other thing that goes against the
stereotype is that he plays the

electric guitar, and listens to music
other than Lawrence Welk. Now
when w as the last time you heard
of someone named Chad strum
m ing the latest "Extrem e" song
on an electric guitar? Never, that* s
when. You don't see the Kennedysdoingthat,now doyou? Of
course not. They're too busy being
indicted for something or other
for doing frivolous things like
having fun. So you see, names are
not always a giveaway for a p er
son. Unless, of course, you hear
that your distant cousin Helga
from Norway is coming to visit.
Then, you can be pretty sure you'll
have to drag out the ol' concrete
sofabed.
The way we present our names
also has an effect on the way oth
ers perceive us. For example, the
way we sign our name. If it's

JOIN THOSE WHO HAVE
STOPPED
DURING THE

signed formally ("Brunhilde"
rather than "H ildy"), than that
is usually a sign that you are
proud of your name. If the
name is signed like someone
sneezed on the dotted line,
then there are two possibili
ties. One, you really hate your
name (Jehosephat) and don't
want anyone to be able to read
it, or two, you were in a very
big hurry and don't like your
name enough to take the time
to write it properly. Or,
someone could have sneezed
on the paper. I have a friend
who signs his name the same
way on everything, be it a test
paper or organ donor's card.
H e signs his first name, and
thenputsa "P ," and then signs
his last name. I have several
theories about this. I think it's
because he can't spell his
middle name. I don't know
what it is, but it's probably
something embarrassing, like
Prunella or Percival. It could
also be that not even he knows
his middle name. Oh, well.
O ne can only speculate.
Last names can also tell a
lot about a person. For in
stance, if your last name is
Jackson, it most likely means
"son of Jack." Likewise, we
can take the old Scottish name
"A bitchson," a name which
comes from the fact that no
one in the family was particu
larly nice. I'll let you figure it
out for yourselves.
Last
names are also good indicatorsofnationality. Veiyrarely
do you find an Irishman

nam ed " R a s tin ic c u p e te lli."
Chances are that that nam e is
Italian. Irish nam es, however,
are usually dead giveaways.
Take the nam e "M cY itzen ."
That's most likely an Irish name,
as is "CYDammileftheironon."
Most family names have a his
tory associated with them. For
your convenience, I have done
painstaking research on a couple
of names and am now publish
ing the conclusions of m y ex
haustive research.
FENNELL- This name comes
from the ancient Gailic word for
"com m ode." It is commonly
confused with "Farrell," which
comes from the Gaelic for "child
proof cap."
SM ITH- This name comes
from the ancient Hebrew word
for "Y eti." If your last name is
Smith, chances are that you have
a yeti in your family somewhere.
Find that person and then sell
thephotos to the Enquirer. You'll
make millions.
TORTELLINI- This is a pasta,
not a last name.
BOURESSA- This is a name of
French origin that dates beck to
1954. Its meaning is elusive, but
most scholarsagree that itcom es
from the Germ an word for
"pogo-stick." Either that or the
Sanskrit word for "all-night
convenience store."
I hope that you have gleaned
some wisdom from m y research,
and I will probably try to look up
some more names in the future,
provided I don't get killed for
this. I remain forever, Bill C om 
mode. . . FENNELL.

If you're looking for
breakfast, lunch, dinner
or just a late night
snack...

m h ill r e st a u r a n t

F

S53 Smith Street

g r ea t

Am e r i c a n

smokeou* day

Breakfast, lunch and dinner
specials served-take-out available!!

W e a re now op en u n til
2 a m o n F rid a y & S a tu rd a y
n ig h ts!

HELP IP (§ BE
SMOKE FREE!
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Committee Spotlight

IBjpaDms
V ic e

- P r e s id e n t B O P

Well, it has come time to introduce an outstanding committee that deserves recognition. I
must say that I am biased because I was on that committee last year along with Carrie Atkins. If
you haven't guessed, it is the Coffeehouse Committee whose members include Alison Lent, Chad
Dimock, ancfjen Dauer. Every Tuesday night form 9 - 1 2 down in the Last Resort, Ali, Chad, and
Jen prepare creative foods along with getting local entertainment. The Coffeehouse offers a chance
to take a study break or just hang out on Tuesday nights.
This year’s Coffeehouses have been great! They have included food like chipwiches, pizza
bagels, fried dough, and make-your-own sundae. Entertainment has included Don Levine, a
regular at Styx, Open Mic Night and Caricature Night. And just this past Tuesday "Ants in the
Basement." What else could you ask for?
This year has been a challenging year so far for Ali, Chad, and Jen who are all sophomores
and are all new to the Board. They are doing a great job!
So, on Tuesday night - stop by the Coffeehouse for a bite to eat and to listen to some music.

NO TIX AT DOOR!

Saturday, 23

Last Resort: 21 and Over

Come As You Are
Free Food

I ! am- 2pm

m

Cartoons

Tix on sale in BOP Office thru Friday, 22 until 4:30pm
Sunday, 24

|? © [5) £ © |T OD s

i

£ © © (fl %

Film:

1/2

II

" N a k e d GUn 2
8

&

1O

pm

NOVEMBER 26 - LEAVE SLAVIN AT 4:30 PM

'64

in

Hall

DECEMBER 1 - RETURN FROM NY AT 2PM (PORT AUTH.)
RETURN FROM N.H. AT 4PM
RETURN TO PC AROUND 6PM

December - Tuesday, 3

COFFEEHOUSE

December - Thursday, 5
»l

Film:

»»

K -:

w/ Hof Chocolate & Munchkins
9 - 1 2 P M IN T H E L A S T R ESO RT

8 &

10 pm

in

'6 4

H a ll

Popcorn, Candy, Soda - $.50

oven.
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by Robert L. Deasy

On This Day in:
1790 Northwest Territo
rial Governor Arthur St.
Claire welcomed several
hundred French settlers into
the territory. The following
year he would suffer the
worst defeat of any Ameri
can Army force at the hands
of Indian attackers led by
Chief Little Turtle.
1880 Lillian Russell made
her American debut at Tony
Pastor’s in New York City in
vaudeville. On the same day
in 1909, Miss Helen Hayes
made her New York stage
debut.
1906 At an international
conference in Berlin, it was
decided that "S.O.S." would
be the universal distress
signal.
1918 By order of the Fuel
Administrator, the lights
were once again tumea on
along 'The Great White
Way in New York City (The
son of what American Presi
dent filled that position
during World War I? An
swers may be found at the
end of this chronology.
1930 Fans in Great Brit
ain, courtesy of the B.B.C.
heard the description of the
first college football game

transmitted to their coun
try from the United States.
(Who played in this game
and what was the final
score?)
1935 Carrying 100,000
letters plus official mail,
the first flight of the
"China Clipper" left San
Francisco for the 8,000
mile flight to Manila, stop
ping at Midway, Wake,
anaGuam along the way.
1943 The Cairo Confer
ence began its discussions
involving
Franklin
R oosevelt,
W inston
Churchill, and Chiang
Kai-shek.
1963 12:31 p.m. CST,
President John F. Ken
nedy was shot in Dallas
Texas.
2:15 p.m. CST, Lee Har
vey Oswald was captured
in a theater in the same
city.
2:38 p.m. CST, Lyndon
Baines Johnson was
sworn in as the new Presi
dent aboard Air Force I.
5:58 p.m. EST, Air
Force I arrived in An
drews Air Force Base car
rying President and Mrs.
Johnson, Jacqueline Ken
nedy,
iy, and the remains of
the fallen President.

On This Day in Sports:
1917 The National Hockey
League started with five
Canadian teams (Who were
they?)
1924 The first college game
drawing a crowd of 100,000
people was played (Who
were the two teams?)
1950 The lowest scorin
;ame in National Basketba
;ague history was played
with the final score 19-18
(Who were the teams that
played and who was the high
scorer?)
This Week at Providence
College:
1910 The Provincial Coun
cil accepts a petition from
Bishop Matthew Harkins to
establish a college in Provi
dence, but requests more time
to provide adequate staffing.
1952 Varsity hockey re
turns to Providence College
as Brown trounces PC by a
score of 12-4.
1953 "The Torch of Learn
ing," a local educational tele
vision series debuts spon
sored by the college.
1966 The first Junior Ring

M C A T P R O G R A M C O M P A R IS O N

T

KAPLAN

Class Hours

over 100

36

Number of
Students per
Class

'5 ’ 0

25+

Number of Cl ass
Session/]

29

9

Homework
Mnitrtiils

chapter testa, mJ>vi-te3ts,
and practice xstu

drill
questions

t i) hour,

Tutorlyf
ComputerAnclyjcd
Diagnostic Testu

no

irirdmum

,

1

3

/

Full-Length
Mock MCAT

3 -es

no

Form of
Instruction

all live - class sessions and
small group tutoring

9 live classes - practice
on audio tape

Instructor

teaching experience In field;
scored in the 90th percentile
on the MCAT

medical school
student

Flash Cards

36 biological science
40 physical science

no

Math
Review

yea

no

Dlal-A-Teacher

yea

no

Cost

61195

3696

COULD

THE

CHOICE

BE

ANY CLEARER?

Weekend is held.
1972 Providence College
lays its first exibition basketgame in the brand new
Providence Civic Center (Who
was the opponent and what
was the final score?)
1973 The Schneider Arena
witnessed its first hockey
game as the Friars shut out
their opponent 1-0 (Who was
the opponent?)
1981 The PC men's cross
country team ended its suc
cessful season ranked #2 in
the nation (They would re
peat as #2 in 1982.)
Answers to This Day in His
tory Trivia Questions:
1.
P resid en t Jam es A.
Garfield's son Harry was Fuel
Administrator.
2. Harvard beat Yale 13-0.
3. Toronto, Ottawa, Quebec,
Montreal Canadiens, and
Montreal Wanderers
4. Stanford University vs. the
University of California
5. The Minneapolis Lakers led
by George M Bean's
i's 15 points
defeated the Fort Wayne Pis
tons.
6. University of Pennsylvania

Photo*
P oets...!!!
If you would like to have

for the 1991*92 issue. Any
written pieces, artwork or
photographs must b e sub
mittedto Box 2289 no later
than January 24,1992.
• -AH photos and any art
work larger than 8 by 10
should be transposed to
slides. Also, please include
your name and box numr, as well as a 2-3 line
rr

w ***** *

not publish anony
mous work.

vIvX vX v/X vX
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CROSSED SIGNALS
AND
MIXED MESSAGES
*
t!
t
A workshop on
Acquaintance Rape
for the men and women
of Providence College.
Sponsored by
Student (Development Center

Sign-up in Slavin 209.

T H E RONKTN ED U CATIO N AL G RO UP
167 AN G E LL S T R E E T , 2ND FLO O R
Ca b o v e R e n te s )

4B4BBBB

FREE

Diagnostic test.

Scholarship available.
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Asian Studies Program - The Next PC Minor?
by Rick Guamaccia
Academia Editor
In the next couple of weeks
it will be decided if the Asian
Studies Program is to be be
come the next minor in P C s
curriculum. With recent ap
proval by the Committee of
Studies, Ur. Ann Wood Nor
ton, assistant professor of an
thropology/art history and the
new director of the Asian Stud
ies Program, is hopefully
awaiting final approval by the
Faculty Senate Committee.
"There is growing interest
in Asian Studies, partly be
cause of the large number of
Asians coming to the United
States, and partly because of a
growing realization of the need
to understand all cultures,"
said Norton. "The PC Asian
Studies Program is designed
to meet this need," she added.
Norton has already seen
some interest by students in
the Asian Studies Program, but
would like to see a greater
amount in the upcomin
months. She would like P
students to begin to take more
of the courses offered in this
program and see more courses
added to the program's cur
riculum. She feels that there
must be an increase in aware
ness in the subject matter and
increase in the amount of in

terest. She believes that not
enough PC students are
being introduced to the
types of classes offered (see
the list of classes offered at
the end of this article.)
One of the ways she feels
an increase in interest can
develop is through an out
reach program which was
founded this year called
"Friends of Asia." It is a
group open to all who are
interested in Asian culture
from the college and the
surrounding
The
newsi
distributed a couple of times
this semester and is wel
come to other's input. It's
main goal is to increase
peoples awareness in the
Asian background by re
porting on certain events
such as plays and concerts
in the southern New Eng
land area.
To further increase
peoples' awareness in these
cultures, Norton has also
coordinated a number of
free activities, such as lec
tures, exhibits and films.
The first Thursday of every
month, a film has been
shown concerning a differ
ent Asian culture. In Octo
ber, Seventh Samarai was
shown, Salaam Bombai was

the movie in November,
and on December 5 at 7:30
p.m. in Moore Hall II they
will be showing a movie
on Indonesian culture en-

Art History

ARH 104 Asian Art
ARH 419-424 Special Top
ics in Art History

History

hopes that I
broaden
students
thoughts on this concen
tration and hopefully
consider this program as
a possible avenue for
future studies.
Anyone who is inter
ested in the Asian Stud
ies Program, please feel
free to contact Dr. Ann
Norton at 865-2520 or
stop by in her office in
Howley 103.
Asian Studies Course
Offerings
The courses that appear
in Italics are to be offered
in the spring semester.
APG223 Southeast Asia
APG 225 India: Cultural
Studies
APG 226 Siberia and the
Small Peoples of the
North
APG 406 Special Topics
in Anthropology

HIS 201 History o f American
Involvement in Vietnam
HIS 428 Traditional China
HIS 429 Twentieth Century
China
HIS 430 M odem Japan
HIS 431 Far East in Modem
Times
H IS432 Far East in the Twen
tieth Century
HIS 435 American - East
Asian Relations
Modern Languages
igui
;PN 101/10.2
elementary
. apanese
.PN 103/104 Intermediate
, apanese
. PN201 /202 Advanced Japa
nese

$5.95

i

1 Medium Cheese Pizza w/
«
2 Servings of Coke or Diet Coke (

i
i

DINNER
FOR FOUR

i
i

$ 9.95

i

Order a large one-topping pizza
and four servings of Coca-

Call Us!

Marketing
MKT 426 International Mar
keting
The faculty consists of:
Anwar Ahady, Ph.D., Sung
Ho Chung, Ph.D., Thomas
Lux, M.A., Susan H. March,
Ph.D., James H. McGovern,
Ph.D., Michael V. Metallo,
Ph.D., An W. Norton, Ph.D.,
Charlotte G. O'Kelly, Ph.D.,
and Hisao Sakai, B.A.

Downtown

PC-RIC Area

3 5 7 H o p e St.
E ast S id e , Prov.

14 'Fallon A ve.
P ro vidence

861-1200

861-9800

r

I

'

Sociology
SO C350 Special Topics

Providence College

U.Q

T

Dorm Special

Philosophy
PHL 325 Eastern Philosophy

Political Science
PSC302 Comparative Asian
Government and Politics
PSC 308
Comparative
Southeast Asian Govern
ment and Politics
PSC 330 Chinese Communist
Politics and Ideology
PSC 331 Japanese Govern
ment and Politics
PSC 409 International Poli

DOMINO’S
PIZZA IMi
QQ.

tics of the Middle East

i

D O M I N O 'S P IZ Z A D E L IV E R S

LUCKY SEVENS
$

7.77

DEEP

D I S H P A N P IZ Z A

Cola’ classic or diet Coke’

WITH DOUBLE CHEESE

for only $9.95!

AND 2 ICY COLD COKES

-1

valid at nartldpalkifl stores only. Not va»d wtth any other oiler. Delivery area*
limited toensure u le driving. Our driven cany less than $20.00. Our drivers
are not penalized lor tale deUveriet. 01990 Domino'* Pizza, Inc.

Sun. - Thurs.
11 AM -2 AM
Fri. - Sat.
11AM-3 AM

Wo honor Mastercard, Visa & Personal Checks

VISA’
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W ho's Number One? Just Ask Dick
by Chip Scutari
Sports Columnist

CALLING DICK
SCHULTZ. CALLING DICK
SCHULTZ AND THE
NCAA. CAN YOU HEAR
ME? There's a problem that
just won't go away in college
football.
*

*

*

The NCAA rule book is
thicker than the Code of
Hammurabi. It is harder to
interpret than The Riddle of
the Sphinx. It has 479 pages
of enactments; this is more
pages than the Congressional
Journals in the nation's capi
tal. These 479 pages are filled
with hundreds and hundreds
of administrative bylaws,
rules upon rules of eligibility
requirements, even an entire
section devoted to waterpolo
recruiting violations. The
NCAA master manual con
tains all sorts of information,
such as academic codes and
travel plans for foreign ath
letic teams, but there's one
thing missing. In all those
pages of legislation and laws,
why can't there be an article
proposed for a playoff sys
tem in college football? Come
on, Dick!! It is the nineties,
and there is parity (or should
I say parody) all over the
country's college gridirons.
With the Hurricanes' nar
row upset of Florida State on

Saturday, there are still two
teams that wear undefeated
marks in college football. In all
likelihood, these unblemished
records worn by the Miami Hur
ricanes and the Washington
Huskies will stick throughout the
new year. Hence, the problem
in collegiate football. How can
one team be crowned as a na
tional champion, when there are
other unbeaten teams in the Top
10? Forget about co-champions.
Could you imagine the Lakers
and the Celtics settling for that
garbage? Yeah, right! Georgia
Tech and Colorado were sup
posedly the best teams in college
football last year. That's pure
rubbish.
The College Bowls. Tradi
tion, nostalgia, holidays. Non
sense. Bowls should be used for
eating cereal or soup, maybe a
hair cut or two (Bruce Coslet),
but, definitely not to decide who
is the best college football team
in the country. Sure, the college
bowls generate an enormous
amount of revenue for the par
ticipants and satisfy fans, but
college sports should be about
integrity and true national cham
pionships. Perhaps this is wish
ful thinking but it is an idea.
Bowl bids are yet another farce
on the college scene. Reputation
(drawing power), rather than
merit, often determines a selec
tion by the bowl committees. A
prime example of this happened
when the Fighting Irish were
selected to play in the Sugar

Bowl. Notre Dame has three
losses, but because of their
storied past they will enjoy
the exposure and millions of
dollars in revenue. Another
team like East Carolina (9-1)
is enjoying a storybook sea-

The Bowl
system stinks
like the body
odor in a
locker room

fingers. But, most importantly,
there would finally be an end to
the heated debate that starts up
after the final AP polls are re
leased in January.
Until these ideas come to frui
tion there will be annual argu
ments and differences spanning a
100 yards of turf. So what if I did
take the easy way out by not
proposing a solution to the prob
lem. I'mconfidentinMr.Schultz's
ability to add some pages to the
NCAA constitution. This time
the words will accomplish some
thing, instead of condemning
something. Getontheball,Dickfi

after a
game.

Scutari's Top 5:
1) Miami Hurricanes- I'm
going out on a limb here.
2) Florida State- Sorry, Hus
kies, the Pac 10 isn't what it
used to be.
3) Washington-#3 ain't bad.
4) Florida-Hey, I love the Sun
shine state.
5) Michigan-Desmond will
get his Heisman trophy but
not a national
champion
ship.
College Super Bowl (the day
before Super Sunday)
Miami vs. Washington- The
Hurricanes prevail at the
SuperDome 30-27.

O n A R o ll

son. They won't have a shot
at a national title though.
There are no sleepers in col
lege football, no Cinderella
stories like in college hoops.
This whole bowl system
stinks like the body odor in a
locker room after a game.
And believe me, that ain't no
bed of roses.
Just think for a minute
what might have been if
Schultz and his "boyz" insti
tuted a playoff format. In
1984, BYU probably wouldn't
have escaped with a tainted
title. Bobby Bowden and his
boys from Tallahassee might
have some jewelry on their

by Russell Newell
Sports Writer

Lady Friar volleyball is roll
ing lately. They won four
matches this week and head into
the Big East Tournament as the
fifth seed.
Providence had three wins in
the Villanova ASICS Tiger Au
tumn Classic by defeating
Fairleigh Dickinson 15-4, 15-4,
15-10, Villanova 15-9,15-9,15-5,
and SLBonaventure 15-16,15-3,
12-15,15-8. PC also beat Boston
College in a non-league game

15-4,15-4,15-10.

Villanova proved a huge vic
tory; 'Nova was second in the
Big East and had a 26-3 overall
record/' Coach Bagge said. "We

have been playing good
ball. The Villanova coach
told me no team has domi
nated his team as we did
that match." Coach Bagge
added, "It was an overall
great team effort.
We
played very relaxed and yet
Vary intensely."
Aileen Koprowski, Mich
elle Kent and Jen Winslow
were all named to the AllTournament team of the
ASICS Tiger Classic.
Providence plays at the
Big East Tournament No
vember 23 and 24 at the
University of Pittsburgh.
The fifth-seeded Lady Friars
play number four seed
Georgetown in their open
ing match.

Early M orning Calls Pay Off for PC’s Holt
by Michael Tripoli
Sports Interviewer

Most individuals think of
swimming as an activity to
undertake during their leisure
time in the summer. It is a
soothing feeling to dive into a
pool during the dog days of
July and August when the 95
degree temperatures and
humidity make sweat run
down your forehead. As the
cold New England weather
and biting Nor'easter winds
embark upon us, diving into
a swimming pool seems like
a distant thought. However,
there are some people who
hit the pool almost every day
during the winter. These
people are the Providence
College Men's swim team,
and Ctuis Holt is one of them.
Chris Holt is a second-year
swimmer for this year's men's
swim team. The political sci
ence major hails from Lin
coln, R.I. Swimming has been
a part of Chris' life for thir
teen years. "I have older
brothers who are also swim
m ers," mentioned the
Stephens Hall resident. "Iam
the youngest in my family
and just kind of followed in
the footsteps of my brothers."
Thirteen years is a long
time to compete in one sport,
especially when you are a
nineteen-year-old college
sophomore.
But because

Chris has spent so many years in
the pool, he has been able to
narrow down the various events
he could compete in to only a
handful. Chris does the 200m
butterfly, 200 and 400m individ
ual medley, as well as freestyle
and distance events. Whenasked
to choose a favorite, Chris did
not hesitate. "I like the 200 fly
the most", he emphatically
stated. "It is not necessarily my
best event. It is very difficult,
kind of like a sprint."
Chris says that the fly may
not be his best event, but the
stats may beg to differ. In a
recent 123-120 victory against
George Washington Chris set a
school record in the 100m but
terfly (2:10.01). "I didn't feel
really good during the race," he
remarked. "I had already done
the 800 freestyle. My arms and
shoulders started to tighten up
toward the end of the race. I
wasn't trying to set any records,
I just wanted to beat the compe
tition." And beat the competi
tion. Due to his record-breaking
performance as well as victories
in the 400 and 800 freestyles,
Chris was named PC Male Ath
lete of the Week last week.
Since defeating George Wash
ington the Friars have also
paddled their way to victory over
Springfield. Those two triumphs
leave the Friars undefeated at 20. Though it is obviously too
early in the season to make any
bold predictions, Chris is opti

mistic about this year. "We
could be the number one team
in New England," he stated.
UMass, Boston College, and
UConn will be our toughest
competition in New Eng
land."
This weekend could be a
good gauge as to how the
team will perform this sea

son. The Friars have a dual meet
againstStJohn'sand UConn. Ac
cording to Chris, UConn has
always provided a good challenge
for the PC paddlers.
Now that meets have begun
the team has reduced practice time
in the pool. "Before the meets
began, we were practicing Mon
day, Wednesday, Friday, and Sun

Holt s 2:10.01 in the 100m Butterfly set a new school

record

day mornings," recalls Chris.
"We either went at 6:15 or
7:30, depending on when we
have classes. "On Tuesdays
and Thursdays we would lift
in the morning and swim at
night. Now we are cutting
back on morning practices
and have only one or two a
week."
During practices each team
member trains for the events
he performs in, whether it be
distance or sprint. Chris is
with the distance group,
though he usually trains
somewhat for the butterfly.
Individual training for the
butterfly is probably a good
idea considering the fact that
it is one of the more physi
cally taxing events.
When out of the pool Chris
enjoys to play golf. Admit
tedly, he is not as skilled at
golf as he is at swimming, but
he still likes the game. "After
the season is over I go out and
play with some of the guys
from the team. We just play
to have fun."
This summer when you are
hot and sweaty and desire to
"take the Nestea plunge"
remember that swimming can
be done not only to cool off,
but also to keep your body in
good shape. Try swimming a
few laps doing the butterfly.
It may not be as easy as you
think it is.
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Mamma Knocks Out
the Competition

Tight Ends Take Home the T-Shirts
Win Second Straight Flag Football Championship
by Tim Sullivan
IAB Correspondent
Last Thursday night, the
w om en's flag football cham
pionship game took place at
Raymond Field in front o f a
large supportive crowd. The
match-up pitted defending
champs Tight Ends against
two time finalist Suite 55. The
game was a rubber match of
sorts. Last season, Suite 55
defeated Tight Ends in the
regular season but the Tight
Ends cam e back and te a t
Suite 55 in the more impor
tant semifinals.
The Tight Ends, coached
by John Regan and Tony
Mancini, was the dominant
team early in the first half, led
by all-purpose player Niki
Moran, receiver Liz Wynne
and back Ellen Duffy. Ap
proximately five minutes into
the contest, Duffy took a
handoff from Moran and and
ran 20 yards for the score
behind the excellent blocking
of Kristine Boyle and Maria
Brandt. The extra point at
tempt was no good, leaving
the score 6-0.

From that point on, Suite 55
took complete control. Quar
terback Suzy Parker put on a
one-woman show, running
through the defense at will.
Midway through the first half,
Parker scored on a 35-yard
scamper. Coach Matt Rice
went deep into the playbook
to make a fine call for the ex
tra-point attempt. All receiv
ers lined up on the right except
for Laine Bigos, who split out
wide left but deep in the backfield. Parker took the snap,
faked right and threw back left
to a wide open Bigos, who
looked as if she came running
in from the sidelines. The score
gave Suite 55 a 7-6 lead.
Two plays after the ensuing
kickoff, Annie Elcock inter
cepted a Moran pass to set up
a Suite 55 score. Parker again
scampered for a score thanks
to the tremendous blocking of
T rad Parrot, Carol Hannon
and Katie Zottner. The extra
attempt failed, but Suite 55 still
led 13-6 at the half.
The second half was a de
fensive battle between the two
titans. TightEndsfinallybroke
the scoring drought with a
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touchdown late in the half.
The extra point attempt ap
peared to be successful, but
referee Tim Carr ruled Moran
do wn before the thro wing the
pass. All hope seemed lost
for the Tight Ends, behind 1312 with under five minutes to
play.
However, the Tight Ends
showed that championship
spirit and literally refused to
quit. They got tne ball back
with 42 seconds to play at thdr
ow n 25 but were out of time
outs. The Tight Ends, though,
d id n 'tn eed atim eou t. On the
first play of the drive, Moran
rolled right and hit a wide
open Liz Wynne down the
middle of the field for the
game-winning score.
Suite 55's last ditch effort
came up short as Moran inter
cepted a pass and ran it all the
way back for her second score,
giving the Tight Ends the 2413 victory.
Both teams should be conatulated for the effort,
pedal congrats goes out to
the Tight Ends, who won the
coveted t-shirts for the sec
ond year in a row.

by Scott Diunais
IAB Correspondent
This season's m en's flag
football season came to a
close last week.
The semifinals matched
up Mamma Said Knock You
Out against Just Hold me. In
a physical battle, Mamma
defeated Hold M e 33-21. The
other semifinal competition
was between Coitus Interuptus and the Penguins. The
game was doser than the
score card indicated; Coitus
won 25-13.
The championship game
w as the best game in Super
Thursday history. Coitus
played a flaw lessgam e, and
the backfield of Collins and
Grady could not be stopped.
Mamma played their usual
physical brand of football,
and Coitus matched them hit
for hit. Veterans Scalese and
Milanese were both injured.

Coitus looked to have the game
won, but the old w arrior QB, hob
bling down field on one leg, led
his team within scoring distance.
As time ran out, M ilanese dove
through the line and scored, bring
ing his M ammas within one point,
27-26. H e then hit John R eran on
the option to tie the game. O n the
opening kickoff o f overtim e,
lam m a's A.J. recovered the pig
skin on a fumble. A few plays
later, Mamma pushed itin an stole
the victoiy.
After a tough defensive stop,
Mike M otto had finally won his
first shirt. Scalese, M ilanese and
Rosenthall, all no strangers to the
flag football w inners' circle, had
won their third.
Thanks to all the players who
fought hard to m ake this season
one of the best in recent history.
Congratulations to M am m a Said
Knock You Chit on their victory.
And last, but certainly not least, a
special thanks to the refs that kept
all the games fair!

The Sixth M an Society N eeds You
to go to the ACC-Big East Challenge
on Wednesday, December 4th
•Watch for the table in lower Slavin
Kristin Terkelsen photo

•Remember: Unsold Tickets go to Seton H all students
Vi H U i i

1991 Flag Football Champs Mama Said Knock You Out

THEPROVIDENCE COLLEGE HOCKEY FRIARS
face-off against Hockey Ea st riv a l,

W E BOSTON UNIVERSITY TERRIERS
on Friday, November 22 at 7:00 pm.
PC students are admitted free with tbeir PC ID's.
* The f i r s t 1,500 fans receive pom pons. *

THE PROVIDENCE COLLEGE HOCKEY FRIARS
battle Hockey East riv a l,

THE MERRIMACK WARRIORS
on Sunday, November 2P at 7:00 pm.
PC students are admitted free with tb eir PC ID's.

THE PROVIDENCE COLLEGE HOCKEY FRIARS
entertain CORNELL'S RED RAIDERS
on Saturday, November 30 at 2:00 pm.
PC students are admitted free with tbeir PC I
* Any youtb
wbobrings bis team jacket o r jersey
is admitted fo r $ 1.00.*

THE PROVIDENCE COLLEGE HOCKEY FRIARS
face-off against c ro ss town riv a l,

THE BROWN UNIVERSITY BRUINS
on Monday, December 2 at 7:00 pm.
PC students are admitted free with tb eir PC ID's.
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Team Lege, Goodf ellas

Fly, Fly, Fly Away

Remain Undefeated
by Tim Sullivan
IAB Correspondent
Whiffleball season continued
to roll alone into week three
with several exciting contests.
The premier match-up of the
week pitted Goodfellas, 2-0,
against a very strong 2-0 Youngsters n. Goodfellas took the
early lead thanks to the timely
hitting of the newly acquired
Mike Motto and Chad Emmer
ich. Youngsters answered back,
scoring once in the fifth and
again in the top of the sixth
inning to tie the game at two.
Goodfellas, feeling the pressure,
put together a mini-rally early
in the bottom of the inning, led
by Andy Alberino and took a 42 lead. Rick Nocera preserved
the win for Goodfellas by forc
ing the last man to fly out with
runners on first and third.
Team Lege (3-0) finally got
the bats going and easily de
feated Sweetkus, 13-1. Tom
McNamara led Team Lege
going seven for eight with five
doubles. Jeff Bauman, alternat
ing between a vicious fastball
and a sweeping curve, kept
Sweetkus off balance all night.
In other action, Suzy Q Pen
guins defeated Pullin Tubes in
an extremely tight ball game.
The ultimate Penguin, Dan
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Driscoll, and teammate Tim
Carr provided the defense to
preserve the victory. Offen
sively, Bill Greer time and time
again was able to get the key
hit for the undefeated Pen
guins.
Pullin Tubes bounced back
though and sent Some Nerds
Stole Our Name down in de
feat,5-0. Shawn "You Can Call
Me Nolan" Ryan was outstand
ing on the mound, while pitch
ing the complete game shut
out. Kenny Dolan and Chuck
Collins provided the offense
by combining for nine hits for
the 1-1 Pullin Tubes.
Pete Schiller, of Two
W oodys In One House,
bounced backafter a tough lost
last week and shut out Wake
Up Joe, 2-0. Kevin Humason
continued his hot hitting,
knocking in both runs for the
victors on a one out double.
Mike Dooher and Joe Manfretti
played well in the losing effort
for the winless Wake Up Joe.
The final game of the week
saw L Train remain undefeated
by crushing Lev Loves Meg, 80. Steve McCrorry and Eric
Gomy demonstrated uncanny
power in hitting two homeruns
apiece. Withthistypeofpower,
there is no telling now far this
team can go.

--------

Last week in Ultimate Frisbee,
there was only one night of games,
but all four games turned out to be
action packed. We Team Shower
battled against Give Us The T-Shirts
Now. In the end We Team Shower
ot the win and Give Us The Thirts Now were handed their first
loss of the season. There turned
out to be a close match between
Polynesian Bobsled and Joint Ven
ture. The Bobsled took the victory
with a few seconds left by a score of
16-14. Look Ma No Hands came

f

out on top, 18-13, against
5ung Da Bears. I'm A
Friar, Who The Hell Are
You? team, although they
were a late entry in the
league, they seem to be a
powerful squad. They beat
Bethys Horn Dogs in a close
match, 16-14.
On Tuesday night, the
Bobsled got their second
win of the season against
Long And Deep with an
other come from behind vic

tory. Polynesian Bobsled took
a one point lead in the final
minute and held on 15-14.
Again, defense was the key and
contributions came from all
parties. The MVP award went
to Lisa Crossley for her game
winning catch with 50 seconds
left to go. Tim Judge was the
offensive star of the game with
ten points.

Monday night's games will
be played and the playoffs are
ght around the comer.

3 on 3 Basketball Bounces On
F o u r Teams R em a in U nbeaten
by Scott Dumais
IAB Correspondent

3 on 3 basketball action contin
ued last week with some impres
sive games. In the men's division,
the McAdams Family squad had a
strong showing in defeating both
fourth seed How Do You Like Your
Eggs? and Larry's Disciples. The
strong junior team, the Hershey
Squirts, remained undefeated and

ing of Peter Wemer and strong
inside play by Brian Timme.
Stoiko looked tough, high
lighted by Ryan Hogan's great
shooting and Maurice's strong
driving ability. Stoiko also got
solid play from Louis Berry and
John Wong.
The women's division looks
pretty even. At first sight, B
Team and Annie's Squad ap
pear very strong. More on IAB
Basketball next week!

are proving to be a real
contender for the title.
Money, Dowhatchawhat
and Phi Slamma Your
Mamma also kept their
perfect records afloat last
week, beating all who chal
lenged them.
Shandool Loves His Tool
defeated an unbeated Stoiko
Lives. The victors were lead
by the passing game of star
Tim Carr, the sharp shoot

Swimming Splashes to 2-0 Start

.

A th letes o f the W eek
Geraldine Hendricken (Women's Crosscountry): Hendricken,a
Carlow, Ireland, native, finished second at the ECAC Champion
ships four seconds behind the first place finisher Sonia O'Sullivan
16.07.4 which helped
of Villanova. Hendricken ran the course in 16.074
the Lady Friars to a second place finish at the ECAC Champion
ships. The finish qualifies PC for the NCAA Championships on
Monday, November 25, at the University of Arizona.
Mark Carroll (Men's Cross Country): The freshman from Cork,
Ireland, led Providence
Providen to a first place finish at the IC4A Champilips by finishing seventh in the race with a time of 30:48.26.
onships
spot in the NCAA
The Friars earned an automatic quail:
Championhips to be held on Monday, ovember 25, at the
University of Arizona.

by Beth Albertini
Assistant Sports Editor

The men's and women's swim
teams are off to a good start this
season as both teams beat Springfield last week.
The Lady Friars improved their
record to 2-0 when they defeated
Springfield, 126-111.
Michele
Debari led the way for Providence
as she won two individual events
and teamed up with Rita Bopp,
Kara Gormley and Ann Marie
Stephan to win the 200m medley
relay. Debari won the 800m frees
tyle in 9:22.47 and the 200m backstroke in 2:28.48.
Allyson Dunleavey and Jennifer
Porter were both double winners
to help the Lady Friars in the vic
tory. Dunleavey won the 200m
butterfly in 2:27.29 and the 400m
freestyle in 4:40.95. She also added

a second place finish in the
200m individual medley to
the winning cause. Porter
won the 50m freestyle and
the 100m freestyle.
Michele Tamburo and
Sue Kilgallen were individ
ual winners. Tamburo took
first in the 200m freestyle,
while Kilgallen won the one
meter required (diving).
The men's swim team
were also successful, with a
138-102 victory over Springfield.
Chris Maloney was the
lone double winner for the
Friars as he won both one
meter diving events, the
required and the optional.
In the required, he scored
165.85 points and 241.20
points in the optional.
John Sievers, Paul

Mikuszewski, Chris Holt and
Rod McGarry brought home
individual wins for the Friars.
Sievers won the 200m individ
ual m edley in 2:20.46.
Mikuszewski took the 200m
butterfly in 2:18.77. Holt fin
ished first in the 200m backstroke in 2:14.91, and McGarry
won the 200m breastroke in
2:38.17.
Eric Huber, Chrlie Hince,
Phil Dowd and Dave Soligon
combined to win the 200m
medley relay with a time of
1:54.47.
The women travelled to
Boston University for a meet
with the Lady Terriers on
Wednesday and then host St.
John's and Connecticut with the
men on Saturday.

Y '-y S ,v W e stm in ste r 4 Em pire St.
-rX r
qJ
D ow ntow nProvidence

E v e ry

APARTMENT FOR RENT
1st floor, 1 /2 mile from campus, 2 lg.
bedrooms, fully applianced, kitchen
table w/chairs, air conditioning, new
wall-to-wall carpet, new kitchen floor,
all neV paint, fenced-in yard,
parking. Very, very clean.
Available for next year school '92-93
PC students now renting.
Only $165.00 each student.

^CalNiherJxOOj^mj^

Wednesday
& Thursday

cPi
l u ,net,

751' 0290

D

or
Half Price

I

4-8 pm Monday thru Friday
Cheap Food & Beverage Specials

any Friday
8:30 o r 10:30 show
18 + admitted with proper ID
Not valid on special events

Game Room Now Open
;

Calling H o u rs :

CO H EPY CLUB

with this coupon
Good Fo r Any
Wednesday & Thursday
Comedy Show 8:30 pm

Live Irish/American Music Every Wed thru Sat

X>HN CORCORAN

3T

FR E E
IA D M ISS IO N

/
*

Every Thursday It's To a st Tim e

iilO

Food & Beverage Sp'e'ciafs
Every Monday ,& Tuesday

101 Richm ond S t . 274-0170

r November 21,1991
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A Kiss Before Flying
PC tips off against weak UNH before heading out to the Maui Classic
by Jo h n Raposo

Sports Editor
"The waiting is the hardest part."
-Tom Petty
A t last, it's for real. After
toiling for a solid month under
the bright yellow lights of
Alumni Gym , the Friars will fi
nally take the court at the Provi
dence Civic Center for a game
which counts in the standings.
The Friars, who have not seen
live action since November 9th,
host the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats Friday at
7:30.
After the Friars' contest
against the W ildcats, the team
flies out to Hawaii to partici
pate in the prestigious Maui
Classic. W ith six games in
twelve days and a competitive
field in the Maui Classic (prob
able second round matchup
with third ranked Arkansas),
the Friars' mettle will be tested
early. "It will give us a chance
to find out where we stand early
in the season," stated Marques
Bragg, last year's Friar Defen
sive Player of the Year. "W e're
also looking to gain some re
spect around the country."
Respect has been an elusive

commodity in the preseason as
the Friars placed seventh in the
preseason Big East Coaches'
poll and had no players on the
All-Conference Team (Michael
Smithand Rob Phelpsdid make
the preseason All-Rookie Team,
though). Coach Rick Barnes
reasoned, "W e have suffered a
lack of respect in the preseason
polls, but you have to get the
job done on the floor."
W ith two exhibition games
already played, the coaching
staff has been especially con
cerned with improving the
Friars'half court defense. "W e
have to try to pressure the ball
on the perimeter to take the
heat off of the post defenders,"
Bam es explained. Even though
Barnes lost 30.5% of his offense,
the least of his concerns are
scoring points. "W e have play
ers who are confident and are
not afraid to step up and take
some shots (read: Phelps and
Kenny M cDonald)," said the
Friars' hoop boss.
At Tuesday afternoon's
press luncheon, Bam es re
vealed that he was set on four
of his five starting positions.
Look for Trent Forbes at the
point, Phelps at the shooting
guard, Bragg at the power for

ward and Dickey Simpkins at
another forward position. The
fifth position will be deter
mined by performance this
week in practice. Bragg has
had a tough week o f practice
due to the build up of scar tis
sue on his backbone. After a
couple days off, the Friar
strongman will be in the lineup,
though possibly not at 100%.
Ideally, Bam es would like
to shave down his rotation to a
ten player m axim um With the
tenacious and unrelenting de
fensive style which Bam es
expects, a ten man rotation may
be necessary. " If the younger
guys im prove," 6'8” junior
TonyTum eroffered. "Theveterans' time will go down, but
the overall quality of the team's
play will improve."
As for the UNH, the Wild
cats lost only 2 o f 14 letterman
from last year's squad which
agonized through an embar
rassing 3-25 season. The Maui
Classic will offer the Friars with
an opening round matchup
against Chaminade University.
With the likes of #24 Arizona
State, a Michigan State team
which returns 5 of its top 6
players, a tough Rice Univer
sity team and the Big 10's Min

nesota, the Friars' stay in Maui
will be all work and no fun in
the sun.
That's all right for Marques

and the rest of the Friars. The
most trying part of the season the waiting- is finally over.

In h is Freshm an season, D ickey Sim p kin s rose head and
shoulders above the com petition

The Providence College Lady Friars
open their regular season against

The Northeastern Huskies
on Friday, November 22 at 7:00 pm.
F R E E ADMISSION!!

* The first 5 0 0 fans receive schedule magnets. *

The Providence College
Basketball Friars

The Providence College
Basketball Friars

open their regular season against

play intrastate rival,

The University of New Hampshire
Wildcats

The Brown University
Bruins

on Friday, November 22 at 7:00 pm.

on Sunday, December 1 at 2:00 pm.

Student tickets go on sale ($3.00)
on Tuesday, November 19 in

Student tickets will go on sale ($3.00)
on Tuesday, November 19 in

the F r i a r F a n A t t i c

the F r i a r F&m A t t i c

from 10:00-4:00 pm.

from 10:00-4:00 pm.

-Buses depart Raymond Hall at 6:45 pm-

-Buses leave Raymond Hall at 1:15 pm-

f
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One Step Closer
The Stage is Set for Friar Harriers in the N C A A ’s
by Beth Albertini

Assistant Sports Editor
"I'm relaxed today," said
Coach Treacy. And he had
good reason to be. H is m en's
cross country team had won
their first IC4A title in seven
years and the co-captain of his
wom en's team had come within
four seconds of beating Villanova's Sonia O 'Sullivan at the
ECAC Championships.
There are some things you
can count on in life other than
death and taxes. This fall it has
been M ark Carroll leading the
way for the Friars on the cross
country course. He w as again
first across the line for Provi
dence at the IC4A Champion
ships at Lehigh University.
Carroll was with the frontrun
ners on Saturday when he was
knocked to the ground and out
o f the lead group. The fresh
m an recovered to finish sev
enth in 30:14.8. Chris Teague,
Paul Logan, Andy Keith, Niall
M urphy and Scott Cody were
all within 20 seconds of each
other to back up Carroll's per
formance and bring hom e the
trophy. Teague was eleventh
in 3 0 5 1 . H e was followed by
Logan in 30:54 (13th), Keith in
3 0 5 5 (15th), M urphy in 31:03
(18th)and Cody in31:09 (22nd).
"It was a great team effort,"
beam ed Coach Treacy. "They
ran together through the race
and were able to help one an
o th er th ro u g h th e tou gh
patches. It was a brave run by

M ark to com e back and finish
seventh. W e're very confident
going into nationals."
Another thing you can count
on this season is the one-two
pu n ch of G erald in e H endricken and Sinead Delahunty.
Hendricken rebounded from
an eighth place finish at Big
Easts three weeks ago to run a
personal best o f 16:07 at Lehigh
on Saturday in the ECAC
Cham pionship meet. H er per
sonal best was overshadowed
by the fact that she finished
only four seconds behind last

year'snational champion Sonia
O'Sullivan. The Lady Friars
finished second to Villanova
overall but won their division.
Cornell was third, followed by
Georgetown and Penn State.
"W e knew that sooner or
later Geraldine would turn
around," said CoachTreacy. "I
believe she has a chance of
b eatin g O 'Su lliv an at the
NCAAs. The race was very
close and when it's that close it
can go either w ay."
The second half of the Provi
dence one-two punch, Sinead

Coming
after
Thanksgiving
break...
The

Delahunty, finished eighth in
16;27. Coach Treacy said, "She
didn't run as well as she has,
but she will bounce back with
Geraldine. She had a lot of
exams last week and was tired.
It really takes a toll on the
body."
The freshman duo o f Leanne
Burke and Amy Rudolph con
tinued to shine for the Lady
Friars. Burke finished eight
eenth at Lehigh in 17:02.
Rudolph crossea the line with
sophomore Vanessa Molloy in
17:17 to round out the Provi
dence scoring five. Jean Hughes
wasn't far behind in 17:36.
Mary Mullane was bothered by
a strained quadricepduring the
race, but Coach Treacy hopes
to have her back for Monday's
meet.
Anita Philpott is battling her
way back after a stress fracture
caused her to miss most of the
cross country season. She won
the junior varsity race on Sat
urday and Coach Treacy thinks
she will add more strength to
the team at the NCAAs.
Thus the stage is set for the
national championship meet at
the University of Arizona on
Monday. Both the m en's and
wom en's teams have been in
the top five since the season
began two and a half months
ago and both are confident
going into the NCAAs. With
both teams running at their
best, who knows what may
happen?

Paul Logan helps to lead the Friar charge into the NCAAs
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Ice Hockey Splits League Openers
Crushed Northeastern 6-0; Lost to UMass-Lowell 8-6
by Russell Newell

Sports Writer
Providence hockey fans saw
two teams play last weekend.
One that dominated Northeast
ern in an away game on Friday,
and one that struggled against
UMass-Lowell.
The Friars special teams led
the way in a sharp contest
against the Northeastern Hus
kies. Providence scored four
power play goals and added a
shorthanded goal to compli
ment sophom ore goaltender
M ike Heinke's 19 save shutout
performance.
The scoring against North
eastern cam e from defensemen

C h ris T h e rie n an d R ob
Gaudreau. Each scored a goal
and had two assists.
Bob
Cowan, M ike Boback, Craig
Darby and Chad Quenneville
also contributed with a goal a
piece.
Saturday night marked the
return of UMass-Lowell, a team
that beat the Friars two weeks
ago at Schneider. Providence
fans looked to gain revenge
against a lesser-ranked Lowell
team. The Chiefs disappointed
the Friar faithful early and
jumped to a 6-1 lead before the
Friars m ade the game remotely
exciting. Providence closed to
within one goal with 3:04 left in
the third period but could not

sc o re on L o w e ll's M ark
Richards.
Providence's power play
remained strong, scoring five
of the team 's six goals. Gary
Socha led the attack with two
goals and an assist. Gaudreau
and Therien continued their
scoring rampage, each netting
a goal and two assists. Chad
Quenneville and Craig Darby
had PC 's other goals.
Providence's six goals were
not enough to claim the victory
though, as the Chiefs, led by
Dave Gatti's hat trick, racked
up eight.
Freshman right win Craig
Darby earned Hockey East's
Rookie of the W eek for his
performance over the weekend.
Darby had two goals and an
assist and played a key role in
the Friar power play. Mike
H e in k e 's sh u to u t ag ain st
Northeastern was PC's first
since February 10,1990.
The Friars continue their
homestand this week with two
gam es at Schneider. Boston
University invades Providence
on Friday night with a 5-1-0
overall record and a fifth rank
ing in the nation. The Terriers
went all the way to the NCAA
finals last year b u t n ow p lays
eight or nine freshmen. The are

led by goalie Scott Cashman
and team captain Tom Dion.
PC then faces Merrimack on
Sunday night. Merrimack is 43-0 record and is led by senior
forward Agostino Casale (11-

11- 22).
Friday night is pom-pom
night. The first 1 5 0 0 fans will
receive a free black and white
pom-pom to cheer the Friars to
victory.

I

Goaltender Mike Heinke had 19 saves against the Huskies

